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ABSTRACT 

The Chiricahua National Monument in southeastern Arizona is notable for its tall, slender columns 

formed in a Miocene ash flow tuff. Such a vertical landscape, while bordering on the pathological 

in Its Improbability, presents several Interesting questions to the process geomorphologlst. 

First, why are columnar landscapes characteristic of the tuffs? Ash flow tuffs frequently exhibit 

columnar cooling joints. Air photo analysis reveals that colu~n geometries in both cross section 

and plan view are controlled by two locally radiating, vertical joint sets and a third horizontal joint 

set. The column bounding joints are a subset of the pervasive, randomly oriented cooling jOints. 

The radial subset was selected out of the cooling joints by a radial stress field during resurgence of 

the Turkey Creek Caldera. Differential compaction of the tuff may also have led to jointing. The 

resultant joint planes provide avenues for water migration and consequent focusing of chemical 

weathering. Three orthogonal joint sets, two vertical and one horizontal, have been identified. All 

three joint sets can be explained by a locally resurgent vent or intrusion. 

Second, how can we arrive at the rate of formation of such landforms? First, the total amount of 

material erosionally removed from the entire Turkey Creek Caldera ash flow facies present in the 

monument watersheds was calculated using a digital elevation map. This was verified by 

estimating the volume of the alluvial fan to the west of the Monument's watersheds from seismic 

reflection profiles. Then, an average denudation rate of 0.017 mm / yr was calculated for the 

watershed based on the eroded volume. 

Third, the column ages determined by the denudation rate and the prevalence of different 

erosional processes, each with Its own efficiency, during different climatic periods, suggest a two 

stage erosional history with rapid erosion during glacial periods and slow erosion during 
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Interglacial periods. Glacial period erosion was charactorlzed by freeze thaw and fluvial processes. 

Interglacial erosion Is characterized by weathering from salt, clay, and lichens. Details of current 

weathering processes were investigated by rock thin sections, X-ray diffraction analysis of 

weathering products, stream water chemistry, and debris buckets. 

Fourth, how mechanically stable are the "balanced rocks" and "hoodoos"? Strength parameters 

(e.g. uniaxial compressive strength, tensile strength, Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, coefficient 

of static friction across joints) for the tuffs were measured. Six columns with very different profiles 

(e.g. tall and slender cylinders, symmetrical overhangs, asymmetrical overhangs) were measured 

and then modelled by finite element meshes, with the laboratory rock strengths into a two 

dimensional, static stress computer model. Despite their fragile appearances, all columns were well 

within their static mechanical failure limits. Average "overdesign" factors are 4,100% and 12,700% 

for compressional and tensile failure, respectively. Failure by slip along joint surfaces is the most 

likely block failure mode, but is greatly minimized by erosional necking of columns into hourglass 

shapes. Necking causes the principal stresses in the column to rotate out of vertical and focus on 

the neck. The redirected stresses act as a normal confining stress across dipping joints that would, 

In the absence of the neck, Imperil the column. 

Fifth, what can the preservation of columns tell us about the seismicity of southeastern Arizona? 

The dynamic loads of an earthquake should induce resonances that would greatly Imperil the 

larger, thinner columns. The upper height limit of the column population Indicates the past 

occurrence of an earthquake that triggered this resonant vibration and consequent failure. Based 

on dendrochronology and lack of evidence of rockfall, the columns were unaffected by the 

magnitude 7.2 Pitaycachl earthquake of 1887 eplcentrally located 120 km to the south. The 

calculated erosional rate suggests an average age for the highest columns of 2.4 My. Based on a 

series of topographic benches and an accompanying uniformity of maximum column heights, It 

appears, therefore, that the last column-destroylng quakes occurred 2.4 My ago. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 



1.1 PREFACE 

"It is all one to me where I begin; for I shall come back there again in time. • 

Parmenides of Elea, 6th century B.C. 

12 

Throughout most of Its history, research In geomorphology has been directed towards the 

understanding and description of the more common landforms on the Earth's surface. Interest of late 

has turned to the rarer geomorphic processes. Attention is now directed to catastrophic floods, 

mega-avalanches, and great earthquakes, frequently long past. The surfaces of the deep sea floor 

and even other planets are now being investigated directly. It is in this spirit that I have undertaken to 

study the columnar landforms of the Chiricahua National Monument. This vertical landscape, almost 

pathological in its apparent improbability, flies in the face of our expectations of the subduing of 

landforms by erosion. As is always the case with nature, that which occurs, but seems to be a 

perversion, is a reflection of the fact that the perceived perversion lies within our imperfect 

understanding of nature. Perhaps the columns speak as much about our own psychological 

predispositions as about natural processes. 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The Chiricahua National Monument in southeastern Arizona, shown on a location map in Figure 1, is 

notable for its tall, slender columns formed in a Miocene ash flow tuff. This vertical landscape 

presents five interesting questions to the process geomorphologist. 

1. Why are columnar landscapes characteristic of welded tuffs and what controls the location and 
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densities of columns? 

2. What are the average formation rates and ages of the columns? 

3. Are the columns erosional relicts from the Pleistocene or earlier, or are they actively forming as 

columns today? 

4. How mechanically stable are these apparently precarious erosional forms? 

5. What can the preservation of columns tell us about the seismicity of southeastern Arizona? 

This is the order in which I will tackle each of these questions. As it turns out, the answer to one 

question will often be a step towards the next. My descriptions and arguments start with the most 

general and or significant features and processes and then proceed to the more specific and smaller 

scale. In obedience to logical priority, I will first describe the project background and regional 

geology and then take up the problems of jointing, erosion, and, finally, mechanical stability. 
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1.3 SUMMARY OF PRIOR RESEARCH 

The earliest geologic investigations in the northern Chiricahua Mountains were by Sabins, Enlows, 

and Waller separately in the 1950s. Sabins worked out the pre-Tertiary stratigraphic relationships in 

northern Chlricahua and Dos Cabezas ranges (Sabins, F.; 1957). Enlows was primarily working on 

the Tertiary igneous petrography of the Chiricahua National Monument (Enlows, H.E.; 1955) 

(Fernandez, L. & Enlows, H.E.; 1966). He was the first to define the Rhyolite Canyon and Faraway 

Ranch Formations and noted the prominent joint sets in the former. Waller investigated the 

Oligocene "lacustrine red beds" within the Monument (Waller, M.R.: 1952). The realization that the 

middle Tertiary Chlricahua volcanics represented a resurgent caldera sequence was arrived at by 

Marjaniml (Marjanimi, D.; 1969) and, in fact, the Turkey Creek Caldera represented one of the first 

such structures recognized in western North America. Marjanlmi also provided the first radiometric 

ages for the volcanics. The standard geological map of the area was prepared by Drewes and 

synthesized much of his predecessors' descriptions (Drewes, H.: 1982). The detailed eruptive 

sequence and the facts that the Jesse James Canyon Member and the Rhyolite Canyon Formation 

originated In separate magma chambers were geochemically established by Latta (Latta, J.; 1983). 

Pallister and DuBray have continued the geochemical and geochronological investigations of the 

Turkey Creek Caldera (Pallister, J.S. & du Bray, E.A.; 1989) (Palllster, J.S. et al; 1989). K-Ar ages in 

the area have been continuously compiled in several data sets for the Southwest (Marvin, R.F. et al; 

1978) (Deal, E. et al; 1978). To my knowledge, there has been no prior work done on the 

geomorphology of the Chiricahua National Monument. 
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2. REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
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2.1 THE TECTONIC HISTORY OF THE SOUTHWEST 

The story of Cenozoic volcanism In southwestern North America, and thus that of the Turkey Creek 

Caldera, is not restricted to the tectonics of this most recent era. The roots of this volcanism lay In 

the middle Jurassic with the Nevadan-Sevier orogeny that was coincident with the separation of 

North America from Africa at about 180 -150 Ma (N. Amer. Strat. Comm.; 1983). This orogeny began 

as North America began to move with an absolute velocity vector in a west-northwest direction 

(Coney, P.; 1971). 

The termination of the Nevadan-Sevier orogeny came about because of a change In the absolute 

plate motion of North America to a southwesterly drift at about 80 Ma when the opening of the North 

Atlantic started to separate North America from Europe. 

Between 80 and 40 Ma, this new drift direction, involving the subduction of the Farallon plate from the 

west, placed North America within a very strong and penetrating northeast-southwest compressional 

stress. This compression, resulted in the Laramide orogeny, with the extensive basement uplifts and 

thrusting that are recorded in the the Rocky Mountains. Along with the Laramide increase in elevation 

was a downward thickening of the crustal roots of continental North America. 

The earliest Cenozoic silicic-Intermediate volcanism in North America started in Wyoming around 55 

Ma and proceeded to migrate spasmodically Into Colorado and New Mexico between about 40 to 35 

Ma (Lipman, P.; 1981). These early volcanics were primarily andesite flows and breccias (e.g. the 

Oligocene Faraway Ranch Formation underlying the Rhyolite Canyon Formation) (Deal, E. et al; 

1978). At about 40 Ma North America began to move In a more westerly absolute direction (Coney, 

P.; 1971). 

The laramide orogeny ended very abruptly following this change in the absolute motion of the 
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Pacific plate from north-northwest to west-northwest at 40 Ma. The overthickened, elevated crust of 

western North America, now held under much reduced confining stresses, began to "relax" by 

thinning and extending under gravity at the same time that erosive processes were producing the 

Eocene planation surface over much of western North America (Shafiqullah, M. et al; 1978). The 

Farallon plate was being consumed along an ever shortening section of California starting at 30 Ma. 

The demise of the Farallon plate placed greater portions of western North America in a non

subducting, strike-slip configuration with the Pacific plate. The still subducting remnants of the 

Farallon plate today are the San Juan de Fuca and Cocos plates offshore of the Pacific Northwest 

and Central America, respectively. Thus, the compressive stresses on southwestern North America 

continued to ease. 

A major surface manifestation of this new neutral stress regime was the rapid occurrence of silicic 

calderas (such as the late Oligocene - early Miocene Turkey Creek Caldera), metamorphic core 

complexes, and widespread igneous intrusions during the Oligocene in southwestern North America. 

During this period, known as the Tertiary "ignimbrite flare up", calderas were particularly ubiquitous, 

occupying a band some 1200 kilometers in breadth from eastern California to western Texas (Coney, 

P.; 1971). In addition to the clear mechanical changes in the crust necessary for this to occur, a 

more enigmatic thermal disturbance of the crust transpired. 

Between 29 to 23 Ma, the neutral, "anorogenic" stress regime was gradually replaced by an 

extensional stress regime along the northeasterly axis of the former Laramide compression. The 

surface manifestation of this predecessor to the Basin and Range extension was the Rio Grande Rift 

in New Mexico and southern Colorado (Lipman, P.; 1981). The Basin and Range extension proper is 

thought to have initiated at 20 Ma based on ages of sediments filling half grabens (Deal et al; 1978). 

The Basin and Range extension continued to grow with its own distinctive style of continental 

basaltic volcanism that moved from south to north between 12 Ma and the present (Shafiqullah, M. 

et al; 1978). In its later stages, the Basin and Range extensional axis rotated counterclockwise into a 
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northwesterly direction (Lipman, P.; 1981). 

2.2 CALDERA STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION 

The silicic volcanism of the middle Tertiary left as its most lasting feature many collapse calderas and 

their attendant ash flow tuff sheets. Calderas were first christened In the 1940's with their Spanish 

name which means "cauldron", being descriptive of the depression geometry of the remnant crater. 

Once the role of magma chamber roof collapse in caldera formation was known, the name "collapse 

caldera" was applied. Later investigations revealed the tendency for a caldera's collapsed floor to rise 

back up into a dome during a "resurgence", hence we also have the term "resurgent caldera". 

Calderas formed on the thicker crust of continents are generally larger, more silicic, more resurgent, 

and have magmas showing a more strongly crustal, that Is silica rich or rhyolitic, composition than 

intra-oceanic arc calderas (Lipman, P.; 1984). 

Typically, the rhyolites that initiate an eruptive sequence are the most siliceous due to the 

fractionation processes within the uppermost cupola of the magma chamber. 

The life of a typical caldera starts with Initial activity associated with the emplacement of the plutonic 

intrusion during what may be a 1 My span (N. Amer. Strat. Comm.; 1983). Fractionation and uplift of 

the pluton manifests itself In regional doming and development of concentric ring fractures around 

the pluton. As doming proceeds, graben faulting can act as a precursor to later floor collapse 

(Lipman, P.; 1984). 

The next stage Is a series of culminating eruptions that probably are over within a few months during 

which cubic kilometers of rhyolitic ash and blocky debris are violently blasted from vents developed 
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from the earlier ring fractures. It Is this stage that results In the extensive ash flow tuffs (such as the 

Rhyolite Canyon Formation) and air fall ash layers that are characteristic of caldera eruption outflow 

facies. The source vents for the ash are almost never left Intact or exposed after the eruption. After 

the magma chamber is partially emptied, or perhaps concurrently with the emptying, the roof of the 

magma chambers, which Is now the crater floor, begins to collapse along vertical or Inwardly dipping 

ring fractures in a matter of days or weeks. Some of the collapse Is also taken up as an inward 

sagging of the chamber roof. The collapse has sometimes been seen in association with a distinct 

switch to more mafic magmas derived from deep in the magma chamber (Lipman, P.; 1984). 

Although regional faults often terminate at the intruding fluid batholith, col/apse and fracture patterns 

can be reinforced or suppressed by the coincidence of regional stresses and developing ring 

fractures. Some calderas in the western United States show an elongation in the direction of crustal 

extension (Lipman, P.; 1984). The shifting of caldera centers within a volcanic area also may be 

governed by regional stresses. 

The total collapse area of a caldera is roughly the same as the chamber area with a typical collapse 

depth of 1 - 3 km. Roof sag can account for as much as half of the total subsidence (Lipman, P.; 

1984). 

For reasons that are not understood, some caldera floors associated with moderate eruptions (25 -

100 km3 of ejecta) do not collapse in an ideal fashion like a piston dropping into the chamber, but 

rather drop more on one side than the other like a trapdoor. Other caldera floors may break Into 

pieces with each piece collapsing separately. Once subsidence Is complete, the caldera walls begin 

to erode by gullying and massive slumping. The collapse crater left begins to infill with wall derived 

sediments and megabreccla, sometimes so large that pieces are mistaken for the floor itself (Lipman, 

P.; 1984). Eventually a lake may form In the crater. As the lake fills it may ultimately breach the crater 

walls leaving a single master drainage out of the crater. 
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In addition to long lived mineralizing hydrothermal activity, resurgent doming over the next 104 -105 

yr is the next stage In most, but not ail, calderas. Resurgence, where it has occurred, is documented 

by the remaining, Initlaily horizontal, Intracaldera ash deposits being radlaily uptilted away from the 

caldera center. This Is seen In the case of the Turkey Creek Caldera. Although the occurrence of 

resurgence is weil established the exact mechanism is highly speculative. The simplest explanation is 

that the magma chamber Is refilling from below and forcing up the capping caldera floor to make 

more room. This Idea is supported by the continued evolution of post-coilapse magmas towards 

more mafic (deeper) compositions (Lipman, P.; 1984). Another explanation is that the magmatic 

plumbing Is essentlaily a fluid mechanically closed system and resurgence is a "rebound" back up 

from the surface of the semi-clrained magma pool. Another possible factor might be convection 

within the chamber (Smith, R. & Bailey, R.; 1968). Clearly, ail of the above explanations will have to 

be highly modified by the peculiar characteristics (magma viscosity, chamber geometry, thermal 

regime, etc.) of the particular volcanic system involved. 

2.3 WELDED ASH FLOW TUFFS 

Silicic magmas are much more viscous than their basaltic counterparts due to crosslin king 

polymerization of silica tetrahedra in the melt phase. This viscosity gives siliceous volcanism its 

characteristic explosive behavior. The explosiveness of magma eruptions is also a function of the 

exsolutlon of dissolved gas and vapor phases from the depressurizing magma. Rhyolitic magmas are 

explosive since they also tend to to be richer in dissolved gases than andesites or basalts. 

The most characteristic traces of a caldera, apart from the crater itself which may no longer be 

obvious once it Is badly eroded, are extensive subhorizontal ash flow tuffs. The Turkey Creek 

Caldera long lay unrecognized as such because it was so heavily degraded by surficial erosion. Ail 
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that was recognized were sheets of ash flow tuff and air fall ash (Marjanimi, D.; 1969). Tuffs are 

stratified deposits composed of glassy volcanic ash, pumice shards, and caldera wall rock fragments 

violently erupted from vents. The ash is emplaced as a high density particulate flow very rich in gas 

and vapor which keeps the ash and pumice particles in suspension. The explosively liberated 

particles of ash and glass are at temperatures of 700 - 900DC (Lynch, D.; 1989). Ash flows, christened 

originally as "nuee ardente" from the Mt. Pelee, Martinique eruption of 1902, are spread as "base 

surges", or dense, ground hugging flows at velocities of hundreds of kilometers per hour. Such high 

velocities can occasionally result In the formation of antidunes and other sedimentary structures 

associated with upper regime flow (Lynch, D.; 1989). Smaller flow tongues have been observed to 

spurt ahead and to the sides of the main flow, creating vertical vortices (Taylor, G.; 1983). The flow 

base moves at a much lower velocity than its upper layers and shields the upper layers from ground 

drag (Taylor, G.; 1983). This multiphase flow behaves in bulk like a liquid as it often follows 

preexisting fluvial drainages over very low topographic gradients towards local basins. The usual 

location of a caldera on a local high, in our present case the "paleo-Chiricahuas", aids in the radial 

spreading of ash flows that thicken away from their source and then thin again at their outer extent. 

Some of largest tuff sheets reported are 60 km across and tens to hundreds of meters thick, 

representing up to 1000 km3 of material. It is interesting that there are no records of visible source 

vents for ash flows. Probably the vents, along the caldera ring fractures, were subsequently closed 

during collapse and later covered over by air fall units or plugged by lava flows. 

One of the most geologically important features of tuff units Is the compositional changes between 

units. When the caldera erupts and emplaces sequential tuff units, we are provided a snapshot of the 

compositional gradations within the magma chamber at that time. The uppermost magmas in the 

chamber become, stratigraphically, the lowermost tuffs (Lipman, P.; 1984). As the ash flow settles 

down on the land surface and its entrained particulates are stili In a semimolten state, the load of the 

overlying layers compresses the stili very hot basal ash until much of Its pore space is lost and the 
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individual plastic pumice fragments are flattened out. The larger (2 • 64 mm) pumice fragments, 

known as "Iapilll", appear as flattened, lens shaped bodies parallel to bedding. This process is 

known as ''welding'' and greatly Increases the erosional resistance and mechanical strength of the 

tuff. Welding occurs between 775· 900°C in rhyolitic tuffs (Ross, C. & Smith, R.; 1960). 

2.4 HISTORY OF THE PRE-CALDERA CHIRICAHUA MOUNTAINS 

The faulting history of the northwestern Chiricahua Mountains is dominated by the Apache Pass Fault 

Zone. The Apache Pass Fault Zone Is a system of N55W striking high angle faults that were originally 

active In thePrecambrian, then exhibiting left lateral strike slip motion. These same fault strands were 

reactivated by the Laramide Orogeny during the Paleocene as thrust faults with top to the northeast 

sense of motion. Finally, during the Tertiary, the Apache Pass Fault Zone was again reactivated as 

normal faults (Drewes, H. & Thorman, C.H.; 1978). Such "multipurpose" faults are found over much of 

southeastern Arizona and southern New Mexico. 

The Oligocene Faraway Ranch Formation, K·Ar dated at 28.3 Ma±2.0 My (Marjanimi, D.; 1969), is the 

youngest unit cut by the Apache Pass Fault. The oldest member of the overlying and unaffected 

Rhyolite Canyon Formation, which Is the formation of concern in this study, is dated at 25.6 Ma±O.B 

My (Marjaniml, D.; 1969). With the age uncertainties this constrains last fault motion to the period 

between 30.3 and 26.4 Ma. 

2.5 EVOLUTION OF THE TURKEY CREEK CALDERA 
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The volcanic succession overlying the Faraway Ranch Formation has come to be recognized as the 

preeminent example of a rhyolitic resurgent caldera in the southwest. First recognized as a caldera 

by Marjanimi, the ash flow tuff units of the Turkey Creek Caldera are the raw materials for this 

geomorphic study and so warrant a detailed description of their stratigraphy and genetic 

interpretations. 

What now remains of the Turkey Creek Caldera Is a large eroded depression with scarps preserved 

on its north, east, and southeast sides. Erosion has exposed rock units to a depth originally 1 ,650 m 

below the original dome height (Marjanimi, D.; 1969). Based on ring fractures and remaining 

geometry, the caldera was approximately 21 km in diameter (Marjanimi, D.; 1969). The northern 

boundary of the caldera is at the northeast slopes of Pinery Canyon just south of the Chlrlcahua 

National Monument. 

The Rhyolite Canyon Formation may be correlative with the Weatherby Canyon ignimbrite (26.9 

Ma ± 1.7 My) In the Peloncillo Mountains of western New Mexico (32 km east). The correlation Is 

based on petrographic and age similarities. (Shaflqullah, M. et al; 1978). In Arizona, the Swisshelm 

Mountains (19 km southwest) and Pedregosa Mountains (29 km south) also contain tuffs correlative 

to the Rhyolite Canyon Formation (Marjanimi, D.; 1969). A reliable estimate of the extent of the 

Rhyolite Canyon Formation and its related units Is difficult. As a minimum based only on a curve 

enclosing preserved tuff units In the Chiricahua Mountains and adjacent ranges, the Rhyolite Canyon 

Formation of the Turkey Creek Caldera Is estimated to have constituted a total of 530 km3 of material 

with a consequent areal deposit of 1800 km2 (Marjanimi; D.; 1969). If other formations "stranded" In 

other ranges are reconnected with the Turkey Creek Caldera, these values increase about fourfold. 

Within the Chlrlcahua National Monument the Rhyolite Canyon Formation Is up to 515 m thick 

(Marjanlml, D.; 1969). 

The first division of the Rhyolite Canyon Formation Into members was made by Enlows who 
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established nine members (1 - 9) above the Faraway Ranch Formation. A redivision was later 

proposed by Latta. Consequently, the exposed stratigraphy in the Chiricahua National Monument 

has been redescribed and mapped several times (Enlows, H.E.; 1955) (Marjanimi, D.; 1969) (Drewes. 

H.; 1982) (Latta, J.; 1983). The petrologic descriptions haven't changed much between accounts. 

What has changed greatly are the interpretations of the significance of the units and their 

relationships to each other as a volcanic succession. For the purposes of this study, I will adopt the 

most recently published stratigraphic analysis (Latta, J.; 1983). Latta's work built on that of his 

predecessors. but he also added extensive trace element analysis for magmatic sourcing and 

evoiution. However, the stratigraphy and genetic interpretation that follows is not purely that of Latta 

since I have been liberal in introducing supporting or modifying observations and analyses from the 

other authors, notably Marjanimi and Palllster/DuBray. Figure 2 (after Pallister, J.S. & Dubray, E.A.; 

1989) provides correlations between Latta's stratigraphic units, Drewes' mapping units, and the 

earlier ones of Enlows. Clearly, the earlier literature refers to Enlow's work and so knowledge of his 

unit designations is still valuable. Drewes' map shown in Figure 5 (reproduced from Drewes, H.; 

1982) is also the most complete map to date. Occasional reference will be made to his unit 

designations. 
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Latta proposed the following stratigraphic divisions of the units that are exposed in the Chiricahua 

National Monument, which are here paraphrased and somewhat expanded upon. Since, for reasons 

of clarity and brevity, I am mixing Latta's and others' genetic Interpretations and stratigraphic 

descriptions Into a unified chronology, I proceed from the oldest unit to the youngest. All ages are 

compiled K-Ar dates (Marvin, R.F. et al; 1978). 

Faraway Ranch Formation 

- Andesite and rhyolite flows, ash flow tuffs, volcaniclastic rocks, and volcanic, epiclastlc 

sedimentary rocks 

- Intermediate to silicic 

- 28.7 Ma± 1.0 My age 

- ? - 560 m thick 

Major unconformity 

RhYOlite Canyon Formation - Jesse James Canyon Member 

- Upper poorly welded light gray tuff grading down into moderately to densely welded, pinkish gray 

tuff with good eutaxitic structure. 

- Occasional Inclusion of older wall rock breccia fragments. 

- Base of member commonly grading down into an orange to pink poorly welded basal tuff up to 4 

meters thick. Locally Including a dark brown or black basal vitrophyre zone exposed primarily in 

Pinery Canyon and in Whitetail Creek. 

- Overall lensoid shape with convex downwards and flat top filling in a northwesterly trending 

paleovalley as a simple cooling unit. 
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- 25.6 Ma±0.8 My age. 

- 0 - 240 m thick. 

Probable unconformity 

Rhyolite Canyon Formation· Monument Member· Unit I • Subunit A 

- Moderately welded dusky red tuff with abundant lithic Inclusions. 

- Abrupt or gradational contact with overlying subunit 1 B. 

- Basal contact with the underlying member locally marked by a bedded air fall deposit 0.5 m thick. 

- Overall planar shape. 

- Slope forming with local cliffs. 

- 24.7 Ma±0.7 My age. 

- 0 - 60 m thick. 

Rhyolite Canyon Formation· Monument Member· Unit I • Subunit B 

- Poorly welded, light gray tuff grading down into moderately to densely welded, brittle, cliff 

forming, pinkish gray tuff. 

- Rare lithic inclusions. 

- Contact with overlying unit II generally marked by a sharp welding break. In the north this 

contact Is gradational. 

- Overall planar shape. 

- Basally cliff forming, grading upwards Into slope forming as welding decreases. 
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- Unit I is a single cooling unit. Subunits A and B represent separate but nearly contemporaneous 

ash flows. 

- Unit I slowly thins to the north and east and rapidly to the west. 

- 24.7Ma±0.7 My age. 

- 0 -120 m thick. 

Rhyolite Canyon Formation - Monument Member - Unit II 

- Poorly welded, light gray tuff grading down into moderately to densely welded light brownish 

gray tuff with well developed eutaxitic structure. 

- Primary unit of interest to this study as a former of large, slender columns and cliffs. 

- Abundance of lithic inclusions as well as abundance and size of phenocrysts are greatest in 

poorly welded top. 

- Base of unit locally includes ash flow units less than 1 m thick comprising a dark grey or grayish 

red densely welded base and an Intervening, very thin top zone of light gray poorly welded tuff. 

- Very sharp welding increase between unit II and underlying unit I, but only a gradational 

petrologic change. 

- Overall planar shape. 

- 24.7 Ma±0.7 My age. 

- 270 m thick. 

Rhyolite Canyon Formation - Monument Member - Unit III 

- Both air fall and ash flow tuffs, crystal rich, welded, abundant lithic inclusions. 
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- Light gray poorly welded top grading down Into a grayish-red moderately welded cliff forming 

zone then grading down Into a poorly welded zone. 

- Abundance and sizes of crystals Increases downward in this unit. 

- Gradational contact with underlying unit II marked locally by minor sedimentary structures 

associated with a base surge and possible water erosion .. 

- Only found on Sugarloaf Mountain, with possible exposure along Rucker Canyon to the south of 

the caldera. 

- Geochemically correlative with the intracaldera tuffs to the south. 

- Overall planar shape. 

- Units I, II, and III together are a compound cooling unit. 

- 25.4 Ma±0.7 My age (note older age than unit II with overlapping error ranges, probably very 

close together in actual ages). 

- 17 mthick. 

Rhyolite Canyon Formation· Fife Canyon Volcanics Member 

- Rhyodacite flow, dark gray, vesicular, eroded top. 

- More prevalent in Fife Canyon to the south, only found capping Sugarloaf Mountain within 

Chlricahua National Monument. 

- Lack of local vent sources suggest origin In a ring dike structure 8 km south (Pallister, J.S. & du 

Bray, E.A.: 1989). 

- Undated. 

- 60 meters thick. 
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Latta also did a petrographic modal analysis (Latta, J.; 1983) of the Rhyolite Canyon Formation which 

I summarize. Phenocrysts make up 5 - 25% by volume of the tuff. The most common (95%) 

phenocrysts are subhedral, lath shaped sanidlne (0.5 - 4.0 mm) and rounded quartz (0.5 - 3.0 mm). 

Both species are frequently broken or embayed. Devitriflcatlon of the pumice lapilli and matrix is 

widespread. Lithic fragments (1.0 - 2.0 cm) comprise 1 - 10% by volume of the tuff. The most 

common lithlcs are vesicular andesites and latites, antecedent tuffs, aphanitic Igneous rocks, and 

possible quartzites. The greatest concentrations of lithlcs are at the base of unit I and the top of unit 

III which may signify the opening of the source vents for units I - III followed by the caldera collapse 

that shut these vents (Latta, J.; 1983). The main stratigraphic differences are the high 

sanidine/quartz ratio and low phenocryst content of the Jesse James Canyon Member relative to 

units I - III. Within units I - III, the sanidine/quartz ratio, although below that of the Jesse James 

Canyon Member, increases upwards (possibly due to mechanical sorting) but shows no relation to 

degree of welding (Latta, J.; 1983). Generally, the size of all phenocrysts Increases upwards within an 

individual unit (Marjaniml, D.; 1969). At the most general level, Latta proposed that the two members 

of the Rhyolite Canyon Formation, the Jesse James Canyon Member and the Rhyolite Canyon 

member (units I - III) seem to be distinct from one another and perhaps have sources in different 

calderas. 

Some stratigraphic trends are of interest In their implications for the magma sources. Latta's 

extensive work, and later Palllster's and DuBray's, on both the major element and trace element 

chemistries reinforce the distinctive petrologic character of the Jesse James Canyon Member with 

respect to units I - III and further suggest that the two members came from different magma 

chambers. Latta proposed that units I -III originated from the Turkey Creek Caldera, whereas the 

Jesse James Canyon Member originated In another magma chamber as yet unknown. The CaO 

values for the Jesse James Canyon Member are higher than those for units I - III. Conversely, the 

Fe203 values are lower. The similarity of geochemical abundances within units I - III Indicate that 
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they are all derived from the same magma chamber as a single eruptive sequence. The correlation 

between unit III and the Intracaldera facies was made on strictly geochemical grounds. All these 

conclusions are also supported by trace element fractionation revealed by X-ray fluorescence and 

neutron activation analysis studies of Rb, Sr, V, Zr, Nb, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Vb, Lu, Hf, Ta, Th, and U. 

The trace element variations within the Jesse James Canyon Member and units I -III are indicative of 

the compositional zonation of their respective magma chambers. (Latta, J.; 1983). (Palllster, J.S. & 

du Bray, E.A.; 1989). 

The other major geochemical change occurs as a drop in silica content from unit III to the later 

intrusive quartz monzonite porphyry and the overlying rhyodacite flows of the Fife Canyon Volcanics. 

This shift Indicates a compositional gradient towards a lower silica content deeper within the magma 

chamber. The magma, being more viscous by virtue of its more intermediate composition acted to 

plug the ring dike source vents of the antecedent ash flows after caldera collapse (Pallister, J.S. & du 

Bray, E.A.; 1989). 

In addition to geochemical variation between and within units, welding in the Rhyolite Canyon 

Formation is not entirely consistent, particularly along the unit I - II contact. Local welded lenses are 

common. This Inhomogeneity may be due not so much to a series of separate flows as to variations 

In emplacement temperatures within individual flows (Latta, J.; 1983). Despite a lack of clearcut 

geochemical or petrologic stratigraphic variation that might control erosion, there remain striking 

geomorphic differences between the various units. Figure 3 shows this clearly In units I, II, and III 

exposed at Sugarloaf Mountain. Unit II is the prominent column former in the center of the 

photograph. Unit III forms the bulk of Sugarloaf Mountain. The overall history of the Turkey Creek 

Caldera may be conceived of through the model shown In Figure 4 (after du Bray, E.A. & Palllster, 

J.S.; 1991). 
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Figure 3. Units I, II , and Ill Exposed at Sugarloaf Mountain -
Unit II is the prominent column former running across the middle of the view atop unit I. Unit Ill 
forms the rise of Sugarloaf Mountain. View is taken from the intersection of Sarah Deming and 
Rhyolite Canyons looking north. 
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The complete sequence of ash flow eruption, caldera collapse, and resurgence occurred within a 1 

My span based on dating of a rhyolite dike Intruding the resurgence associated porphyry (Palllster, 

J.S. & du Bray, E.A.; 1989). 

2.6 PALEOTOPOGRAPHY OF THE NORTHERN CHIRICAHUAS 

The paleotopography of the Chiricahua Mountains, in particular in the vicinity of the Chiricahua 

National Monument is, of course, highly speculative. Since ash flows are gravity driven density 

flows and, as part of their fluidlike behavior, tend to to travel downhill along preexistent fluvial 

drainages, it is reasonable to assume that an ash flow will come to rest in a former topographic low. 

Further, since the thickest preserved section of the Rhyolite Canyon Formation is in Rhyolite and 

Bonita Canyons, this locale probably corresponded to a paleo basin of a depth at least that of the 

exposed tuff section. It Is quite likely that the ash flows could have overtopped the paleo basin. As 

mentioned, the Jesse James Canyon Member is thought to have filled in a northwest trending valley 

(Latta, J.; 1983). Based on the presence of large thrust faults In Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata on 

the east side of the range, some antecedent Laramide topographic high is probable. Although its 

exact local source is unknown, the existence of the Oligocene Faraway Ranch Formation (its 

volcanic breccias in particular) attests to abundant volcanism with the usual constructional volcanic 

landforms. Thus even before the evolution of the Turkey Creek Caldera, the Chiricahua Mountains 

existed as a volcanic range, presumably built up over thrusted Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. 

To further deduce the paleotopography, we may assume that, as a fluid sheet, the Jesse James 

Canyon Member had a planar and gently dipping top over which was laid units I -III. The assumption 

of planarity, or at least increasing planarity up section as the valley filled, will figure prominently 

(Chapter 4) in my calculation of the original volume present in the Rhyolite Canyon Formation as a 
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step towards obtaining an average denudation rate. 

2.7 BONITA PARK OLIGOCENE FAN DEPOSITS 

Since the original geometry of the paleo-Chlrlcahuas Is not directly known. perhaps the study of 

contemporaneous sediments shed from the range might help us to determine the topography and 

prevailing transport environment. In particular. there is one pre-caldera unit that may shed some 

light on the local paleotopography. Following the paved road through Bonita Canyon. a distinct red 

sedimentary unit is exposed along the southern roadcut at Bonita Park. This unit. mapped as Tsb 

(Drewes. H.; 1982). is correlated with volcanic units dated at 32 Ma. The unit was first interpreted 

(Waller. M.R.; 1952) as "lake beds" (with a passing mention of Its alluvial fan character) laid down 

under calm water conditions In a very warm. humid oxidizing environment. The strong red color was 

attributed to the deep. lateritic weathering regime common in the humid tropics. The clasts have a 

petrology consistent with derivation from the local antecedent volcanic units. Several observations of 

these beds Indicate that the name "lake beds" is misleading and deposition on an alluvial fan would 

be more likely. The bedding is highly irregular In thickness and continuity. The clasts are very angular 

and poorly sorted. indicating they have not been transported any great distance. Clasts are 

supported entirely by Intervening matrix. There Is no apparent grading in clast sizes between or 

within beds. These sedimentological characteristics are indicative of a depositional environment that 

is highly varied in its flow rates and durations and located very near to the clast source. An alluvial 

fan exhibits these characteristics as well as providing a highly oxidizing environment to account for 

the red coloration. 

What I would reinterpret as "red bed fan deposits" are of significance for their indication of the 

paleodrainage conditions and direction of the Chlrlcahuas in the Oligocene. If the paleodrainage had 
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corresponded to the current west-southwest drainages of Rhyolite and Bonita Canyons this would 

have been indicated by the red beds. On the contrary, I have walked the Intermittent red beds for 5 

km from their first exposure at Bonita Park (1880 m) towards the north-northwest along West 

Whitetail Creek over Whitetail Pass (2030 m) and down the other side. As the red beds weather they 

leave behind a lag of easily traceable amygdules that had formed in the vesicles of basalts that were 

later Incorporated Into the red beds as clasts. These amygdules have a very noticeable green copper 

mineralization in them. The red bed sediments found along this transect become progressively finer 

(although admittedly more weathered) away from Bonita Park. This fining suggests that the 

downstream transport was towards Whitetail Pass along a north-northwest drainage direction that is 

different than that of the present. Normal faulting along the Apache Pass Fault Zone has 

subsequently raised these originally downstream beds 150 m above their source area. This 

paleodrainage might then have been that followed by the Rhyolite Canyon Formation ash flows. 

2.8 CURRENT TOPOGRAPHY OF THE NORTHERN CHIRICAHUAS 

The emplacement of the Faraway Ranch and Rhyolite Canyon Formations and 24.7 My of 

subsequent erosion have greatly altered the topography of the Chiricahua National Monument from a 

basin on the northern edge of the ancestral Chlricahuas to a high standing, gently dipping tableland 

just outside the rim of a major caldera. The average elevation of this northwesterly dipping tableland 

ranges from about 2120 m in the southeast to 1820 m In the northwest (See Figures 5 and 6). 
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Figure 5. Geologic Map of Units I, II, and Ill -
Latta's unit I is equivalent to Drewes' Trls, unit II to Trus, and unit Ill to Trat, Truw, and Trrf. Scale is 
1:24,000. After Drewes, H; 1982. 
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Figure 6. Aerial View from the West of Rhyolite Canyon -
The prominent column-forming horizon of unit II can be seen exposed along the canyon walls. 
Sugarloaf Mountain (unit Ill) appears in the left side of the view. The Heart of Rocks area is in the 
right of the view. 
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Figure 5 shows a geologic map of the central Chiricahua National Monument area. Unit I Is 

equivalent to Trls, unit II to Trus, and unit III to Trat, Truw, and Trrf. In Figure 6, the table land exposes 

the column forming unit II. The highest point above the tableland is the rounded summit of Sugarloaf 

Mountain at 2228 m which is the only exposure of unit III and its capping rhyodacite flows. Incising 

the tableland are several steep west-southwest trending drainages, such as Rhyolite Canyon. Unit I is 

restricted to the lowest reaches of the canyons. 

The two largest canyons in length and depth are Rhyolite Canyon, which separates Sugarloaf 

Mountain from the Heart of Rocks area to the south, and Bonita Canyon to the north of Sugarloaf 

Mountain. These two canyons are, at their respective maxima, 1100 m wide, 240 m deep and 800 m 

wide, 210m deep. Rhyolite Canyon, as seen in Figures 6 and 42, exhibits gentle topographic 

benches roughly coincident with the welding break between subunits IA and IB and between unit II 

and subunit IB (Latta, J.; 1983). Another possible source for these benches will be proposed in the 

discussion of seismicity in the area in Chapter 5. Several other smaller and steeper named canyons -

Surprise, Sarah Demming, Totem, Echo, and Lost Canyons - branch off the two main canyons. All of 

these drainages flow intermittently during the year with the highest and shortest lived runoffs 

occurring during the summer monsoon rains and lower steadier flows during winter rains and the 

occasional snow melts. The Bonita and Rhyolite Canyon drainages join just west of the Monument 

Visitor Center and continue out of the Monument to join Pinery Creek which together with Jesse 

James Canyon drains the southern perimeter of the Monument. Flows exiting the Monument were 

unobserved during this study and are presumed to be quite rare. Ultimately, the combined flow of 

Pinery Creek and that issuing from the Monument would reach the Willcox Playa. However, surface 

flow into Willcox Playa is extremely rare and recharge to the Sulphur Spring Valley is through ground 

water movement (Robertson, F.N.; 1991). The eastern perimeter of the Chiricahua National 

Monument is a steep escarpment overlooking the San Simon Valley and, further east, the Peioncillo 

Mountains. The bedrock exposures adjacent to the escarpment are complexly faulted and tilted. 
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Drainage is into East Whitetail Creek and thence into the San Simon Valley. Because of the general 

northwesterly dip of the tableland and the topographic truncation to east by the escarpment, little of 

the precipitation failing on the tableland drains to the east. 
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3. JOINT CONTROL OF COLUMNS 
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3.1 JOINT MAPPING 

Mapping of the Rhyolite Canyon Formation joint traces was done using two aerial photography sets, 

both of which are now archived at the library of the Arizona Geologic Survey office in Tucson. The 

small scale photography base was a mosaic composed of 581 4" X 6" prints (ASA 25, 35 mm color 

film) mounted on a foam core backing. The photos were shot from 2000' above ground level In 20 

south to north flight passes over the Chiricahua National Monument. The passes were lined up over 

ground control points at 0.23 km east-west intervals by 2-way radio. 2~0 second exposures were 

taken every 4 seconds with a 55 mm lens while flying at 140 k~. The camera was mounted and 

leveled outside the aircraft. The airspeed, lens size, altitude, exposure frequency, and flight grid 

interval were chosen to insure at least a 50% areal overlap between exposures. In the archive, the 

identifying print number is recorded on the back of all prints and is the same as the negative number. 

The plane wheel, when it appears, is always in the north half (top) of the frame. Shadows point east

northeast and were taken in the late afternoon (October in the east half, December in the west half). 

The bottom (south) and top (north) exposures in each pass have the pass number and negative 

numbers written on them. These numbers can be used to locate negatives that are archived In a 

notebook at the library of the Arizona Geologic Survey office In Tucson. The mounted directions of 

individual photographs are only approximately north-south. The scale (approximately 1 :2,500) and 

overlaps are also not consistent due to elevation and flight direction Inaccuracies. The purpose of the 

mosaic was to provide a referenced photo set that could be used to focus In on fine landform detail. 

The second photo set was In color IR and was obtained at a scale of 1 :58,000 from the USDA NHAP 

series, was fully rectified and is now archived at the library of the Arizona Geologic Survey office in 

Tucson. This set of photos (Roll 213 : exposures 10-0 and 9-0), covering the Cochise Head and 

Rustler Park 7.5' quadrangles, was used as a base for joint mapping. The result of this joint mapping 
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Is shown in Figure 7. The symbols "V", "S", and "M" Indicate the visitor's center, Sugarloaf Mountain, 

and Massai Point, respectively. The major drainages are shown as well. The only joints mapped at 

this large scale are those that have erosionally defined the developing columns. 
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Figure 7. Jointing Patterns in the Chiricahua National Monument -
The inset shows the angular relationships of the column defining joint sets in which solid lines are 
inter-row joints and dashed lines are inter-column joints, Column tops are indicated as rough 
Nellipses", 
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3.2 ANGULAR RELATIONSHIPS OF OBSERVED JOINT SETS 

Several features are prominent In the joint patterns. First, there are clearly two joint sets intersecting 

at nearly right angles at all locations. The strikes of these joints, however, vary between locations 

even though their mutual orthogonality Is preserved. Second, one joint set is always much longer 

and more continuous, without offsets and terminations, than the other. The longer set, which defines 

Individual rows of columns will be referred to as the "inter-row joints". The second set of smaller cross 

joints separates individual columns within a row and will be referred to as "inter-column joints". Third, 

the Heart of Rocks area exhibits a pronounced radial fanning of the inter-row joints and a 

corresponding rotation of the tangential inter-column joints. The fanning radiates from a point in the 

southeastern corner of the Monument. This radiating trend can be traced to some extent across 

Rhyolite Canyon towards the north. Fourth, although they are not shown on the joint map, there is a 

also a sub-horizontal joint set that Is less continuous than either of the vertical sets. 

3.3 SPACING OF OBSERVED JOINT SETS 

Two 250 m x 375 m sites, negatives 19-19 and 18-11, were selected from the small scale photo 

mosaic for enlargement and measurement of joint spacings and densities. Figure 8 shows a site at 

the Intersection of the Heart of Rocks loop trail and Sarah Deming Canyon trail. Figure 9 shows a site 

at the Intersection of the Massal Point and Rhyolite Canyon trails. 
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Figure 8. Vertical Air Photo of Heart of Rocks Jointing -
Typical column widths are between 3 and 5 meters for scale. The top of the photograph is aligned 
east - west. 
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Figure 9. Vertical Air Photo of Rhyolite Canyon Jointing -
Typical column widths are between 3 and 5 meters for scale. The top of the photograph is aligned 
east- west. 
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Only joints that exhibited erosion and thus contributed to column formation were noted. Joint 

spacing was taken as the distance between the centered vertical axes of two adjacent columns, 

which formed a sort of "unit cell" for the measurement. Vertical Joint spacings for each site were 

measured in the field as dimensionless fractions of adjacent vertical joint spacings and then 

averaged. The average was then converted into an absolute distance by way of its ratio to the 

average vertical Joint spacing measured on the site photograph. The joint spacing measurements 

are encapsulated below: 
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HEART OF ROCKS POPULATION JOINTING 

Sample size 
I 

Distance (m) Std. Deviation Ratio I 
Distance I 

Inter-column Spacing 123 4.59 0.32 -
Inter-row Spacing 130 5.19 0.34 -

Inter-row S~acing - I - - 1.13 
Inter-column Spacino I 

Vertical Spacing 44 I 
I 4.74 0.13 -

Vertical S~acJng - - - 0.97 
Horizontal Spaclna 

Typical Height - 15.0 - -

RHYOLITE CANYON POPULATION JOINTING 

Sample size i Distance (m) std.Deviatlon Ratio 
I Distance 

Inter-column Spacing 143 i 6.01 0.44 -
Inter-row Spacing 114 I 7.81 0.37 -I 

Inter-row S~acing - - - 1.30 
Inter-column Spacing 

Vertical Spacing 43 9.95 0.10 -
Vertlcal§~acJng - - - 1.44 

Horizontal Spaclna 
Typical Height - I 40.0 - -
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Based on these average joint spacings, if a Rhyolite Canyon joint block were scaled so that its 

vertical dimension were 1.00 unit, the Inter-row spacing would then be 0.78 units and the Inter

column spacing would be 0.60 units. Similarly, if a Heart of Rocks joint block were scaled so that the 

vertical dimension were 1.00 units, the Inter-row spacing would be 1.09 units and the Inter-column 

spacing would be 0.97 units. Qualitatively, this means that columns in Rhyolite Canyon are slightly fin 

shaped, with the fin oriented perpendicularly to the length of the column row. They are composed of 

blocks that are taller than they are wide. Columns in the Heart of Rocks (see Figure 10) are more 

equant in plan view and are composed of blocks stacked like very thick, slightly rectangular tiles. The 

long axis of the rectangle is perpendicular to the row. When the differences in average column 

heights are taken into account along with the standard deviations of the joint spacings, vertical joint 

spacings and the ratios relating these spacings show greater variability in Rhyolite Canyon (see 

Figure 11) than in the Heart of Rocks area. The opposite Is true of horizontal joint spacings. Neither 

trend is particularly strong, however. Figures 10 and 11 show the distinctive character of the two 

column populations. 
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Figure 10. Heart of Rocks Population -
This population of columns is shorter and squatter than the tall , slender population shown in Figure 
11 . 



Figure 11. Rhyolite Canyon Population 
Compare with Figure 10. 
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3.4 THE ROLE OF THERMAL JOINTING 

Given the jointing patterns that we observe in the Rhyolite Canyon Formation, what could be their 

genesis? The most obvious explanation is through contraction during cooling. There are, however, 

certain features here that are unexplained by cooling joints. 

Although not quite as common in tuffs as in basalts, thermal joints often form as an ash flow cools 

after emplacement (Ross, C. & Smith, R.; 1960). Regardless of the later tectonic and structural 

history in the Rhyolite Canyon Formation, there is clear visual evidence that the first joints to form 

were pervasive thermal cooling joints. The real question of the nature of the later structural stress in 

the Rhyolite Canyon Formation will be deferred for the moment. 

In order to distinguish thermal from structural joints in the field, it is worthwhile discussing how 

thermal joints differ from structural joints. Thermal cooling joints are randomly oriented in large scale 

plan view but show regular angular relationships (3 to 8 sided columns) with their close neighbors. 

Thermal joints grow perpendicularly to the isotherms of the cooling unit. Away from the unit edges 

and cold contacts with underlying units, the isotherms will be parallel to the horizontal flow surface 

and so create vertical cooling joints. Faces of cooling joints are frequently concave or convex unlike 

planar structural joints. Their curvature is an expression of both the radial contractional stress field 

creating them and the possibility of curved isotherms. Thermal joints also tend to have a 

characteristic spacing determined by the coefficient of thermal expansion and tensile strength of the 

cooling material. Each cooling unit has its own thermal history and so will either possess or lack 

thermal joints quite independently of their presence or absence in adjacent cooling units. 

Conversely, structural joints, or at least some deformation, should penetrate all units. 

Now, let us consider some of the field evidence for pervasive thermal Jointing In unit II. In unit II at a 

small scale of less than a meter, many joints, eroded or not, exhibit Joint surfaces that are three 
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dimensionally curved, have regular spacings, and blindly terminate into other joint surfaces after 

randomly directed, short runs. The joints also stop at cooling unit interfaces and are particularly well 

developed in densely welded zones. These are all characteristics of thermal joints. Figure 12 shows 

an example of well developed thermal jointing and its surface expression above the densely welded 

base of unit II. The thick, dark band, just above the crest of the soil slope is the basal vitrophyre of 

unit II. 
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Figure 12. Thermal Jointing at the Base of Unit II -
Note the high density and varied strikes of the thermal joints. 
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On the other hand, when viewed at a larger scale (Figure 7) over tens or hundreds of meters, the 

alignment and consistency of the joint sets shown by the columns look very much like structural 

joints. This is to say that jointing in unit II is not entirely due to cooling. I would now suggest that the 

joint patterns we see in unit II are the product of thermal jointing followed by exploitation and 

enhancement of subsets of those joints by a later structural stress regime. This creates "enhanced" 

master joints composed of linked short segments of preferentially oriented thermal joints as the 

boundaries of the potential columns. Numerous other thermal joints without the appropriate 

orientations are left unaffected and discontinuous. 

To illustrate my point consider a unit pervasively shot through with cooling joints. This unit will offer a 

huge supply of preexisting weaknesses having all possible plan view orientations for subsequent 

structural stresses to exploit. When the structural stress is later applied only a subset of the cooling 

joints will be mechanically susceptible to that stress field and thus be manifested as large scale, 

through-going structural joint sets. It is these structurally selected, linear joint sets that initiate 

erosion of the columns. 

The spaces between joints, and thus column sizes, in Rhyolite Canyon, at the bottom of the cooling 

unit, are larger than those in the Heart of Rocks at the top of the unit. Since the spacing of tensional 

joints should increase with the tensile strength of the tuff, it would seem that the confining stress of 

the overlying tuffs served to increase the tensile strength and thus joint spacing of the more deeply 

buried tuffs during cooling. This has resulted in larger columns being created in the Rhyolite Canyon 

population than in the Heart of Rocks population. 

There are two serious questions that remain. First, how could cooling stresses create horizontal 

joints? Second, recalling that we have to later select two vertical and one horizontal joint set, what 

sort of later structural stress would provide this geometry? I will take up the first presently and defer 

the second to Section 3.5. 
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Although horizontal joints are not as noticeable in basalt columns, they have been observed. 

Horizontal joints have been seen In basalt flows in the Columbia River and Hawaiian basalts where 

the only stresses plausible have been thermal ones (Aydin, A., Stanford Univ.; personal 

communication). Presumably, horizontal joints form under tension along the column's length. 

Evidence for such tension is the "ball and socket" of the horizontal, or "cross" joint faces observed in 

basalt columns (Spry, A; 1981). If It is true that we have tension along the column's axis as it cools, 

we must address the lack of an appropriate constraining boundary on top of the cooling unit. Clearly 

the column Is constrained at its base, but there is no such top constraint to create a tensional stress. 

As the flow cools, the column should simply lose height. Vertical tension could only develop if the 

column were stili attached at its sides (not yet really a column) and the adjacent protocolumns did 

not contract vertically to the same degree as the soon to be horizontally jointed column. In other 

words, horizontal thermal jointing seems to require a strong horiZontal gradient of Vertical cooling 

rates. This is unlikely away from the lateral edges of the cooling unit. You might also expect every 

horizontally jointed column to be surrounded by non-cross jointed ones since these neighbors would 

have been under compression. I have never heard of such an observation. The creation of horizontal 

thermal joints remains poorly understood. 

3.5 JOINTING BY REGIONAL TECTONICS 

There are three possible candidates for the post-cooling stress regimes; regional tectonism, vertical 

compaction, and caldera resurgence. I will treat each of these mechanisms in turn, starting with the 

regional tectonics. 

The major fault structure in the northern Chiricahua and Dos Cabezas Mountains is the northwest 

striking Apache Pass Fault Zone. Attempts were made early to link movement along this fault with the 
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Rhyolite Canyon Formation joint sets. It was suggested that there were three Joint sets striking, 

N30W, N20E, and N85E. These were described as shear, shear, and tension joints, respectively 

(Enlows, H.E.; 1955). I acknowledge the existence of the first two average orientations, but nowhere 

do I see the third. The kinematic Interpretations of these Joints require a planar stress ellipse 

consistent with east-west compression and, therefore, Tertiary strike slip motion along the Apache 

Pass Fault Zone. The most recent motion Is known to have been normal under extensional tectonics. 

Nevertheless, we still must consider the possibility that Jointing is due to middle or late Tertiary 

tectonic stresses. A compilation of strikes of dikes, veins, and other tensional features throughout 

southern Arizona yields a pronounced N20W orientation which would fit with many of the inter-row 

joint directions (Rehrig, W.A. & Heidrick, T.L; 1976). Unfortunately, In the two locales closest to the 

Chlricahua National Monument sampled in this reference, the Dos Cabezas and Santa Rita 

Mountains, this unidlrectionality breaks down Into NNW and ENE trends. In addition, the datable 

features seem to predate the Rhyolite Canyon Formation by several My. Correlation with known 

tectonic features of the middle and late Tertiary is Inconclusive. More importantly, arguing that the 

joints are tectonic features ignores the observations from aerial photography of a prominent radial 

rotation of the joint sets and their separation into local, individually consistent, but distinct, directional 

sets. 

This points to a further problem for a tectonic explanation that Is more general In scope. A 

unidirectional stress field will have only one direction for tensile failure based on its strain ellipse. The 

tensile strength of rock is substantially less than its shear strength. In addition, shear joints should 

evidence themselves by offset lappili that they pass through. This Is not seen in the tuffs. If we 

assume, for simplicity, that we are dealing with tension joints that would have fractured at low, more 

easily obtainable stress levels, but can see that there are two (or more) Joint sets, how did the two 

sets simultaneously develop In different directions? Orthogonal tension Joints are usually explained 

as either developing sequentially, with a Intervening locking of the first set by minerai repreclpitatlon 
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(Suppe, J.; 1985), or by hydrostatically redirected stress from pressurized ground waters (Davis, G, 

Univ. Arizona; personal communication). There does not seem to be direct evidence for either 

explanation In the Rhyolite Canyon Formation. Overall, regional tectonics seems not to have played 

a role in the creation of jointing In the Rhyolite Canyon Formation. 

3.6 JOINTING BY POST-EMPLACEMENT COMPACTION 

Another possible jointing mechanism is the differential subsidence of the compacting ash flow as it 

cooled. An ash flow is able to move fluidly because of its high gas content and the low density of the 

ash itself. After the flow comes to rest, it begins to weld and outgas. Both processes result In a 

decrease in the volume of the flow. Most of the volume decrease will manifest itself as subsidence of 

the flow surface. The amount of subsidence is proportional to the flow thickness. Thus, if a flow is 

deposited on topography with any slope, differential subsidence will result (Smith, R.; 1960). Since a 

flow is gravity driven, the presence of the underlying topography is a given and so must be 

differential subsidence. As the ash flow solidifies into a welded tuff, normal faults will develop in 

response to the shear stress induced by the differential subsidence (Bailey, R., USGS Menlo Park; 

personal communication). The spacing of the faults will be a function of the shear strength of the 

developing tuff and the form of the buried topography. 

The steeper the underlying slope, the closer the fault spacing will be. The more curving the slope's 

cross section, the more rapidly the joint spacing decreases with downslope direction. Similarly, the 

lower the shear strength of the tuff, the closer the fault spacing. 

We can assume that the shear strength of the tuff is fairly uniform throughout the flow due to 

compositional homogeneity and so we are left with topographic variation as the joint spacing control. 
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Subsidence faulting has been seen in the welded tuffs from the 1912 Novarupta and Katmai 

eruptions in the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, Alaska (Bailey, R., USGS Menlo Park; personal 

communication). Early reports from this area described "high sand" marks 40 m up on the valley wall 

left by the inflated ash flow (Fenner, C.N.; 1923) (Curtis, G.H. 1968). Later workers have questioned 

the likelihood that 40 m of compaction could have resulted from an ash flow now compacted to only 

200 - 275 m thick (Hildreth, W.; 1983). It is possible that the high sand marks could be the result of 

"slaloming" that is often seen in debris flows. In any case, if we consider that the Rhyolite Canyon 

Formation joints may be the result of post-emplacement compaction, they would provide some 

sense of the paleotopography of the basin. The joint spacing in the Heart of Rocks area is closer than 

that in RhYOlite Canyon, which might suggest that the former overlies the steep side slopes of the 

basin. If we further grant that the basin was more a valley and served to channelize the flow parallel 

to its slopes, the joint traces might suggest emplacement flow vectors trending parallel to 

topographic contours. This would mean that the radial joints in the Heart of Rocks are indicative of a 

flow exiting a confining channel Into a basin and developing crevasse splays. This of course 

contradicts the notion that the Heart of Rocks is situated over the paleovalley walls. One way to 

confirm the flow vector suggestion would be to conduct a magnetic susceptibility anisotropy study 

of the tuff at various points in unit II to see if there were a correlation between joint directions and the 

flow-oriented long axis of magnetic mineral grains. The trend of elongate lapilli in unit II, and thus a 

local flow direction, is generally NNW, although very few samples have been measured (Drewes, H.; 

1982). There is no field evidence for joint shearing during compaction In the form of offset lapilli. The 

case for jointing as a resuit of compaction is entirely one of analogy to other locations and not by 

direct evidence. Perhaps the greatest failing of this explanation is its inability to account for the 

inter-column and horizontal joint sets. Subsidence no doubt occurred, but was probably a 

secondary factor in jointing. 
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3.7 JOINTING BY CALDERA RESURGENCE 

To return again to the 1912 Novarupta eruption, it has also been suggested that much of the faulting 

there is due to caldera subsidence after the magma chamber emptied. Radial and concentric 

fissures extending a distance of 1.5 - 2.5 km from the eruption center are considered evidence of 

caldera subsidence (Curtis, G.H. 1968). This suggests a third, and I think the strongest, explanation 

for the joint patterns. The Turkey Creek Caldera is known to have undergone resurgence within 1 My 

after the eruption of the Rhyolite Canyon Formation (Pallister, J.S. & du Bray, E.A.; 1989). The stress 

fields created by either subsidence due to caldera emptying or resurgence during refilling are both 

radial. A filling magma chamber can be viewed structurally as an Indentor with respect to its 

carapace. It Is possible to develop three different joint sets in this case (Parks, R.G.; 1989). First, a 

radially directed set of tension joints will spread out from the center of the intrusion. Second, 

differential uplift of concentrically nested rings will develop a "bullseye" pattern of tangential circular 

shear joints. Finally, sub-horizontal, shear fractures, sometimes referred to as "sheeting fractures", 

will spread out from the Intrusion center. All of these structures are common In other geologic 

domains (e.g. glacial crevasse splays, ring dikes, exfoliation of Intrusive domes). The first two 

structures provide stress relief without competing with each other. The third does, in fact, combine 

stress relief elements of the first two. This does not necessitate the exclusion of anyone of these 

jointing mechanisms or constitute a strict chronology, but rather allows them to work in concert or 

sequentially. The radial stress field created by resurgence allows us to provide for the creation of the 

Inter-row, Inter-column, and horizontal joint sets. It Is also possible that the resurgence stress field 

could be such that both principal, horizontal stresses could be tensional which would mean that the 

tangential joints would then be tensional and not shear in nature. 

As I've mentioned before, the most continuous joint set Is the inter-row set, followed by the Inter

column set, and, finally, the horizontal set. Since it Is not possible to pass a crack through a crack, 
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the jointing chronology suggested by this Is that first the inter-row tension joints formed In the eariy 

stages of uplift. After this, the Inter-column shear Joints formed as uplift continued. Finally, the 

horizontal joints formed In response to body force sliding of the tilted tuffs. Unfortunately, the joint 

faces found in the field, partlculariy the puzzling horizontal ones, are too severely degraded by 

erosion to provide any definitive kinematic sequence indicators (e.g. plumose structures, hackles, 

step risers). 

The major defect of the caldera resurgence explanation is that if we trace the inter-row joints in the 

Heart of Rocks southeast back to their paint of convergence, we are still north of the northern 

boundary of the caldera at Pinery Creek. In addition, there is no continuation of the radial geometry 

in the northwestern portions of unit II. These two observations indicate a much more locally focused 

stress field than that of resurgence of the entire caldera. Perhaps what we are seeing is the 

resurgence of a local vent or blind magma intrusion. 

In summary, none of the explanations for Joint geometry offered here are entirely satisfactory. 

Though they are all "ad hoc" In varying degrees by virtue of lack of direct evidence, I think that the 

greatest promise lies with some combination of resurgence jointing and differential subsidence 

. jOinting. In any case, the structural meaning of joints has long been a vexed question and Is not likely 

to change for this project. Study of the jointing In the area holds much promise for future research. 

3.8 THE STABILITY OF VERTICAL JOINTS 

Even if the origin of the joints In the Rhyolite Canyon Formation Is still somewhat obscure, there is no 

doubt as to their Importance for column formation. It Is not simply the presence of the Joints, but 

their verticality that allows stable columns to develop. An example of this control can be seen In 
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Figure 13 showing the northwest (left) and southeast sides of Bonita Canyon. 
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Figure 13. Control of Column Formation by Tilted Joints -
The right side of the canyon is devoid of columns and, in fact, shows a white slide scar attesting to 
the inability of columns to develop leaning away from the hillside. The stable columns on the left 
side lean into the hill and are support each other. 
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In the left side of the photograph, where the Joints tilt towards the hili, numerous columns have 

developed and lean into each other as a sheave, ultimately being supported by the hili. Across the 

canyon, the Joints lean out of the hili and no stable columns can develop. Those that do start develop 

unbalanced overhangs past their bases and topple. 

On the far eastern extents of unit II, essentially where the paved road passes along the escarpment 

to the east of Sugarloaf Mountain, there is a complete absence of columns, even though the tuffs 

there are compositionally Identical to those In the column populated areas. What Is different about 

these eastern tuffs is that the lapilli dips are very steep in various directions, reaching up to 60°. 

These tuff dips are either the result of block faulting of originally horizontally lying units or are primary 

as the result of deposition on steep basin slopes. Field observation Indicates that the dips are the 

result of faulting. Depositional dips' this great are not likely in upper strata filling a basin. In any case, 

If the dips are primary (and the cooling surfaces are horizontal), the cooling Joints should stili be 

vertical and thus if columns don't form here, it Is due to some factor other than lack of vertical 

Jointing. If the tuff dips are secondary as the result of faulting, the Joints too will have been tilted by 

the same large angles. The lack of columns In this case can be tied to non-vertical Joints and the 

intrinsic imbalance of any column starting to form in them. 

In addition to field observations that strongly indicated that the dips were from faulting, I also'drilled 

paleomagnetic cores at seventeen locations, roughly divided between flat lying tuffs around Massal 

Point and the Echo Canyon parking area and the steeply dipping tuffs exposed in the escarpment 

roadcuts. My reasoning was that if the steep dips were due to faulting, the highly divergent 

paleomagnetic pole directions of the steeply dipping samples should reconverge with the clustered 

paleomagnetic poles of the flat lying samples when the strikes and dips of the tilted escarpment 

samples were corrected to be equal to those of the flat lying samples. If the dips were all primary 

depositional features, the steeply dipping samples should diverge even more after the tectonic 

correction. Actually, at that stage the test would end simply with the realization that the poles were 
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already clustered before any tilt correction and that the correction would destroy the clustering. This 

is known as a "fold test" (Butler, R.; 1992). I would like to express my appreciation to Bob Butler in 

the University of Arizona's Geosciences Department Paleomagnetism Laboratory for the use of his 

coring drill, and demagnetizing and measuring the samples. The cores were cut and then 

demagnetized in an alternating polarity magnetic field with a final strength of 800 oersteds. The first 

case, indicative of faulting, prevailed, although only at the 75% confidence level under Fisher 

statistical analysis (Butler, R.; 1992). The reason for the low confidence level was that a majority of 

the collected samples had been struck by lightning at some point and remagnetized or at least 

overprinted to some degree. The Chiricahua Mountains have a reputation for being one of the most 

lightning prone areas in Arizona and consequently a difficult location for paleomagnetic work. 

Nevertheless, the importance of vertical joints, and, by extension, horizontal joints for the stability of 

developing columns is clear, since these orientations obviously preclude the development of 

unstable, non-vertical column tilts. 
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4. COLUMN FORMATION RATES AND PROCESSES 
\ 
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4.1 CALCULATING AN AVERAGE WATERSHED DENUDATION RATE 

The question, how fast, is the "holy grail" of process geomorphology. If we know how fast 

denudation is proceeding, we can answer th~ question, how old, as well. Estimates based on 

measured present day rates make a basic uniformitarian assumption and so take on all the risks 

intrinsic to any extrapolation either forwards or backwards In time. The other approach is to obselVe 

the total geomorphic change in a landscape known to have occurred after some datable event. The 

ratio of change to total elapsed time is an average process rate. This rate is the true rate if the 

process has been constant in magnitude throughout. Given the tremendous uncertainties inherent in 

estimating the current rates of rock removal by mechanical weathering and chemical dissolution and 

the high probability that these processes have not been steady temporally or spatially, I felt that the 

best overall approach was the second one. The arithmetically linear bias is far more easily stated and 

accommodated than is a geologically uniformitarian one. My method for estimating landscape 

formation rates was to try to estimate the total amount of material, originally present in the Rhyolite 

Canyon Formation, that is now erosionally missing from the Rhyolite Canyon, Bonita Canyon, and 

Pinery Creek watersheds due to all processes. Two methods were adopted towards this end. I give 

here a very short ovelView of each. Greater detail will be given in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.4, 

respectively. 

The first method consisted of using a digital elevation map of the watershed to supply local altitude 

values. By taking the altitude difference, pixel by pixel, between the current topography and a 

hypothetical planar surface constructed to represent the original top of unit II and multiplying each 

difference value by the map area covered by each pixel and then summing all these volumes 

together, I arrived at a total volume of removed material. This total volume was then recast as a solid 

"brick" with a top surface area equal to the projection of the watershed onto a horizontal plane. The 

vertical height of the brick was divided by the age of the unit II to yield an average ground lowering or 
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erosional rate for the watershed. 

I didn't feel that the second method was as reliable and so it was used primarily as an order of 

magnitude cross check on the first. For the second method, I obtained seismic reflection profiles of 

the alluvial fan and basin into which the watershed empties. Based on certain assumptions of the 

conical geometry of an alluvial fan and Interpretations of reflection horizons, I estimated the cross 

sectional area of the fan In profile and then rotated this area through the angle subtended by the fan 

to obtain a volume for the fan that might correlate with that of the material removed from the 

watershed. As I indicated, the required assumptions were, indeed, great. 

4.1.1 Digital Elevation Map Calculation of Eroded Volume 

Since this portion of the project was very computer Intensive, I'd first like to express my gratitude to 

Clem Chase of the University of Arizona's Geosciences department for his guidance, time, and 

enormous patience in working out this ex post facto "simple exercise". All computation and graphics 

work was done on an Apple Macintosh. 

A 3 arc second, digital elevation map (OEM) complied by the United States Geological Survey was 

used as the topographic base. A OEM can be manipulated either as a graphical topographic image 

or as an array of numeric values. The DEM pixel size was 93 m x 93 m. The first step was to 

reconstruct the original top surface of unit II just after deposition. The extent of unit III will be dealt 

with In Section 4.1.4. and for the time being we will assume that only units I and II exist. Ash flow 

tuffs follow the gravitational gradient as they move fluidly Into basins. It is reasonable to assume that 

once a basin is deeply filled by sequential flows, the final flow tops will be fairly planar, uniformly 

dipping surfaces. The Irregular basin topography will become more and more hidden by subsequent 
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ash flows. The Jesse James Canyon Member shows some topographic Irregularity, but this not the 

case with overlying units I and II (Latta, J.; 1983). The simplest way to establish the orientation of a 

planar body is through a three point problem. Ideally, the three points should be widely spaced and 

certainly non-colinear. 

I first solved a three point problem for the upper surface of unit II. The coordinates and locations of 

the selected points are taken from the standard geologic map of the area (Drewes, H.; 1982). The 

contact of unit II with unit III is only preserved around the base of Sugarloaf Mountain which doesn't 

provide sufficient separation between any three contact points. As a substitute, I selected my first 

point at 6820' on the unit II/III contact on the southern flanks of Sugarloaf Mountain (Drewes, H.; 

1982). The second point was located on summit 7470' at approximately (32°2'30"N, 109°20'OO"W). 

The third point was located on summit 6447' at approximately (31°57'50"N, 109°20'15"W). The 

second and third points were located by their being the highest points contained in a northwesterly 

dipping plane that passed through the control (first) point. Since points two and three are on the 

present erosional surface, the three point problem provides a very approximate solution and is 

probably below the actual surface. The provisional plane obtained had a strike and dip of N61W, 

3.0SW. This was then converted into its pianar equation in meters: 

Z = -O.0253X + 0.457Y + 2066.5 

and entered into a C program which calcuiated the Z value (i.e. altitude) at 93 m intervals in the X and 

Y directions. This in effect created a nUmeric OEM for the upper surface of unit II. The positve X and 

Y directions were east and north, respectively. The origin point, at Z = 2066.5 m (6820'), was located 

at the unit II - unit III contact on the south slope of Sugarloaf Mountain (i.e. the first point in the three 

point problem). 

A similar procedure was performed to obtain the lower surface of unit I. The contact of unit I with the 

Jesse James Canyon Member is well preserved at widely spaced points. I selected the first point at 
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6600' located at approximately (31°57'45"N, 109°19'OO"W). The second point was located on 

summit 6020' at approximately (32000'1 OliN, 109°19'OO"W). The third point was at 5600' at 

approximately (32°1'OO"N, 109°21'OO"W). The solution plane obtained had an orientation of N23W, 

3.4SW. with a planar equation of: 

Z=-o.2321X+0.5468Y + 1775.5 

The next step was to place limits on the lateral extent of the upper surface. The eastern and northern 

boundaries were conservatively taken as those of the current drainage divide. The western and 

southern boundaries were determined by the linear intersection of the upper surface of unit II with the 

lower surface of unit I which would have been the original pinch out of units I and II. This intersection 

should reasonably coincide with the current northwest trending range front. Since the dip of the 

upper surface was so low and it was determined on an erosion surface and not a contact, the strike 

and dip directions were rather uncertain. To compensate for this, I left the lower surface fixed and 

rotated the upper surface about its origin until the Intersection line was approximately that of the 

range front. The distance between the origin and the Intersection line was also very sensitive to small 

changes in dip. Since the difference in dip between the two surfaces was only 0.4 degrees, 

intersection was not at an acceptable distance. This probably indicates that the original surfaces, 

especially the lower one, had some general curvature as they approached the basin boundaries so 

that their intersection was more a product of the sheet reaching the edges of the basin than a simple 

intersection of two planes. To account for this, the dip of the upper surface was increased until the 

intersection occurred just beyond the head of the alluvial fan. The final attitude of the upper surface 

was N49W, 4.2SW. This Is probably too steep a dip since the ash flow would have terminated in a 

flow front scarp and not in a perfectly tapering wedge. These "fine tuning" operations were done 

manipulating the OEMs as graphic objects on screen. Numeric manipulation would have been 

prohibitively laborious. All areas (pixels) outside of these limits were masked (set to 0) and so 

excluded from the subsequent volume calculations. The total number of unmasked pixels in the 
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watershed was 9830 out of 22400 total, which represents a total area of 85.02 x 106 m2• 

The next step was to subtract the current altitude of the topography at a given pixel from the 

corresponding altitude of the upper surface at that same pixel location. This subtracted result was 

tallied if it yielded a positive number (I.e. topography Is below the original upper surface of unit II). 

Each altitude difference was then multiplied by the area of the pixel (93 m x 93 m = 8649 m2). The 

resulting volumes of each pixel based column were added together for all 9830 pixels giving a total 

volume removed between the top of unit II and the topography equal to 22.61 x 109 m3
• 

Pixels where the difference resulted in a negative number (I.e. the topography was above unit II as 

an outcrop of unit III) were tallied separately and yielded a current Intact volume of unit III equal to 

186.36 x 106 m3• As I mentioned previously, the original extent of unit III Is problematic. If we assume 

that unit III was planar and everywhere capped unit II with the thickness that unit III now has on 

Sugarloaf Mountain (155 m), the original volume of unit III would have been 13.18 x 109 m3• The 

difference between the original unit III volume and that remaining today on Sugarloaf Mountain is: 

13.18 x 109 m3 - 186.36 x 106 m3 = 12.99 x 109 m3 

Now, if we add the erosional losses of units I, II, and III together, we get a total maximum eroded 

volume of: 

22.61 X 109 m3 + 12.99 x 109 m3 = 35.60 x 109 m3 

On the other hand, a minimal estimate would be to assume that unit III was originally only local to 

Sugarloaf Mountain and therefore all erosional material was derived only from units I and II, which Is 

a volume of 22.61 x 109 m3 • 
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4.1.2 Calculating a Vertical Denudation Rate 

Using these upper and lower volume limits we can construct two brick shaped, rectangular solids 

each having a basal area equal to that of the watershed, 85.02 x 106 m2 • The maximum volume 

erosional brick would have a height of 419 m. The minimum volume brick would be 266 m high. The 

Rhyolite Canyon Formation age Is 24.7 x 106 yr Note that a revised set of dates, now In press, Is 

centered at about 26.9 Ma (John Pallister, USGS; personal communication) and would lower the 

calculated denudation rates by about 10%. If we divide the height of each brick by the age of the tuff 

units, we arrive at average vertical denudation rates for the watershed of 0.017 mm and 
yr 

0.0108 mm, respectively. The first rate follows from the assumption that unit III was everywhere 
yr 

extensive. The second assumes that unit III was only locally deposited. Since Sugarloaf Mountain is 

capped by a dacite glass flow and Is not near any local vents, it Is reasonable to assume that unit III 

was extensive and therefore to adopt the faster denudation rate. Since these are rates averaged over 

the entire watershed and it can be observed that columns form preferentially on steeper slopes, 

where denudation rates are locally highest due to erosional focusing, the true local formational rates 

are probably even higher, and thus column ages lower, than these derived ones. Climate variation 

through geologic time is yet another rate modifier. 

If we do adopt the higher denudation rate and use it to obtain an age for a 40 m column typical of 

Rhyolite Canyon, we see that the column began to grow 2.353 x 106 years ago and therefore 

achieved most of Its form during the Pleistocene and Holocene climatic periods. The possibility that 

column formation embodies a paleoclimate signature will be pursued In section 4.4. A particularly 

interesting future project would be to use cosmogenic radlonuclide dating techniques to arrive at 

independent surface exposure ages for various altitudes within the Rhyolite Canyon Formation. 
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4.1.3 Horizontal Denudation Rate 

The next step was to arrive at a time averaged horizontal denudation rate. If the vertical denudation 

rate is that at which an average column increases in height, the horizontal rate is that by which a 

column thins cylindrically. This rate is, therefore, half the rate at which the full gap between two 

columns develops. It is critically important to stress the notion of this being an average rate. If we 

imagine the evolution of a column where horizontal denudation continues at the same rate at all 

points on the column's exposed surface, we won't end up with a very columnar form. In fact, what 

will result will be more conical in shape and the maximum vertical height of the cone will be limited 

not by mechanical stability, but rather by the height at which opposite eroding column faces meet. If 

the horizontal denudation rate is very low relative to the vertical rate, the cone will be tall and very 

gradually tapered and the inter-column separation will be narrow. The perplexing aspect of the 

Chiricahua columns is that though they are not tapered, they also are not clustered as closely 

together as one would expect from the presumed low horizontal denudation rates. What this 

indicates is that horizontal denudation is not constant at all points on the column's surface. As I will 

argue in Section 4.4.2, based on the specific erosionai processes forming the columns, horizontal 

erosion is focused at the current base of the column and drops to nearly zero once the lowering 

ground levei strands that previously basal surface more than a few meters above the ground. The 

inter-column gap then remains virtually constant for the life of the coiumn. 

Column population densities in aerial photos of two sites (Figures 8 and 9) were measured by 

comparison with illustrations used for phenocryst population estimation in petrology (Phil potts, A.; 

1989). One site was in Rhyoiite Canyon and the other was in the Heart of Rocks. The tops of the 

columns were treated as "phenocrysts" and the intercoiumn space as "matrix". The amount of 

material that remains as columns was measured to be 0.60, where 1.00 wouid signify that no material 

had been removed. 
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As described in Chapter 3, the average column spacing taken from center to center, without 

distinguishing between inter-row and inter-column spacings, was 6.9 m in Rhyolite Canyon and 4.9 

m in the Heart of Rocks. The average half gap between the flanks of two adjacent columns in 

Rhyolite Canyon site is thus: 

(0.5) (1.0 - 0.6) 6.9 m = 1.4 m 

and similarly 1.0 m in the Heart of Rocks site. An average column height (as described in Chapter 2) 

in Rhyolite Canyon is 40 m and that in the Heart of Rocks is 15 m. During the time required to 

vertically denude an amount of material equal to these heights at our calculated rate of 0.017 mm , 
yr 

the vertical faces are also horizontally denuded at a rate that is in Rhyolite Canyon: 

1.4 m x 0.017 mm = 0.0006 mm 
40 m yr yr 

The equivalent calculation for the Heart of Rocks yields a horizontal denudation rate of 0.00045 mm . 
yr 

The horizontal rate is the rate at which the vertical surface of a column retreats horizontally away 

from the joint plane between it and its neighboring column. Use of the higher vertical rate (unit III 

extensive) is justified since column formation is concentrated in more rapidly downcutting slopes. 

The ratio of the vertical to horizontal denudation rate is 28:1 In Rhyolite Canyon and 38:1 in the Heart 

of Rocks. The calculation of horizontal erosion, although it does not involve much new information, 

does not merely reiterate the observed aspect ratios of the columns. If we imagine two identical 

columns, one in complete isolation standing above a flat surface and the other densely surrounded 

by neighbors, the horizontal denudation rate in the first case is very much higher than that in the 

second case. This was the reason for taking Into account the inter-column gap as well as the aspect 

ratio of the individual column. 
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4.1.4 Calculation of Eroded Volume By Seismic Reflection Profiles 

Since the vertical denudation rate of between 0.017 mm and 0.0108 mm was based on derived 
yr yr 

original volumes for units I, II, and III, it is worthwhile, for confirmation, to estimate the size of the 

alluvial fan that acts as the collection point for eroded material. The first check is to see If the fan 

voiume is within the same order of magnitude as the eroded material. If the correspondence is 

sufficiently close, we may be able to choose between the the faster and slower denudation rates. 

Recall that the slower rate was based on the unlikely assumption that unit III was deposited only on 

Sugarloaf Mountain, while the faster rate assumed that unit III was much more extensive. The 

observation that unit III has air fall tuffs, base surge deposits, and uniform capping glass flows 

originally indicated that the unit III exposure on Sugarloaf Mountain was merely the sole erosional 

remnant of a much broader planar unit derived from a distant vent. This is also reinforced by the 

report of possible equivalent units exposed in Rucker Canyon to the south of the caidera (Latta, J.; 

1983) and a possible ring dike source area 8 km south of Sugarloaf (Pallister, J.S. & du Bray, E.A.; 

1989). Nevertheless, seismic estimation of the fan's volume offers an independent, geometric 

confirmation of this supposition and will allow us to choose between the two denudation rates. 

The estimate of the fan volume was based on seismic reflection profiles. The discrimination of true 

stratigraphic horizons and spurious reflectors that are byproducts of geophone arraying and signal 

processing is not easy. This intrinsic difficulty was compounded by the desire to distinguish 

refiectors composed of Faraway Ranch Formation derived sediments from those of the Rhyolite 

Canyon Formation. Only the volume of the basin fill that derived from the Rhyolite Canyon 

Formation was of interest. Even in their original states, these two formations are not widely different 

in lithology. The only reliable way to distinguish the two was to look for an angular unconformity 

between the two fan units. 
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Two seismic profiles across the alluvial fan at the debouchment of the Rhyolite Canyon, Pinery 

Creek, and Bonita Canyon drainages, WGC-2 and WP-27, were obtained from Phillips Petroleum 

Corporation (currently archived with Roy Johnson, University of Arizona Geosciences Dept). The 

locations of these seismic lines are shown in Figure 1. Only the shotpoints ued in this study are 

shown, therefore WGC-2 is shown as starting at shotpolnt 1480 in the southwest and running to 1640 

In the northeast. Likewise, WP-27 starts at 140 in the northwest and runs to 350 In the southeast. 

The fan fills a structural, bedrock basin bounded on the northeast by Apache Pass, on the east by 

the Chlricahua Mountains, and on the southwest by the Pat Hills igneous intrusion. The spacing of 

the geophones along both lines were at 220' intervals which were too far apart to provide details of 

shallow structures. The uppermost reflectors registered in the basin appear to be weakly reflecting, 

flat lying, conformable, presumably water lain sediments and probably represent playa deposits that 

give a maximum estimate of the thickness of the overlying post-Faraway Ranch fan deposits. A 

stronger reflector at the base of this sequence initiates sediments with pronounced upward 

concavity and stronger reflections. It is possible that because of the geophone spacing, the upper 

weak reflectors are simply noise and are not the manifestation of actual sedimentary structure. It will 

be assumed, however, that the upper units do In fact exist and represent the debris from the 

mechanical erosion of the Rhyolite Canyon Formation. The transition below Into stronger reflectors 

with more curving profiles Is assumed to represent tectonic tilting, as well as the different deposition 

angle and sedimentology of the Faraway Ranch Formation derived sediments. Since the Rhyolite 

Canyon Formation derived sediments are rather flat lying and the length over which they contact the 

upwardly curving basin edges is small, It seems reasonable to approximate the profiles of these 

sediments as rectangles oriented along each seismic shot line. The cross sectional area of each 

profile Is Its vertical thickness times the length of the segment across the basin. A fan can be viewed 

as a horizontally oriented "pie slice" out of a disk, where the angle of the slice, tP, is the angle 

subtended from one side of the fan to the other. The angle tP is measured between surficial bedrock 

exposures along each side of the fan at the shotpoint situated closest to the head of the fan. The 
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volume of such a slice Is therefore: 

where L Is the length of shotline and T is the thickness of the sediments. 

Profile WGC-2 runs linearly southwest to northeast. The profile segment showing the structural basin 

infilled by the alluvial fan starts at shotpoint #1480 In (Sec 10,T16S,R27E) and ends at shotpolnt 

#1640 In (Sec 21,T15S,R28E). This Is a horizontal run of 11,250 m. The average altitude across the 

fan surface along this segment Is 1448 m. The altitude datum from which shots are timed Is the 

topographic surface (i.e. 1448 m). The one-way travel time to the reflector chosen as the fan base is 

0.25 seconds. The quoted acoustic velocity of the shot energy Is 1829 ~. This travel time 
sec 

indicates a depth to the reflector of 457 m below the datum and therefore 457 m below the 

topographic surface. The fan thus has an average thickness of 457 m. tP is 150°. Therefore, the 

resultant volume for the fan is 76 x 109 m3• 

Similarly, WP-27 runs linearly northwest to southeast. The profile segment showing the same basin 

starts at shotpoint #140 In (Sec 14,T15S,R27E) and ends at shotpoint #350 In (Sec 23.T16S.R28E). 

This is a horizontal run of 14,060 m. The average altitude across the fan surface along this segment Is 

1463 m. The altitude datum is an altitude of 1220 m. The one-way travel time to the reflector chosen 

as the fan base is 0.20 seconds. The presumed acoustic velocity of the shot energy Is 2896 ~. 
sec 

This travel time Indicates a depth of 579 m below the datum and therefore 822 m below the 

topographic surface. The fan thus has an average thickness of 822 m. tP Is 115°. Therefore, the 

resultant volume for the fan Is 163 x 109 m3. This estimate Is probably the more reliable of the two 

owing to the better placement of the WP-27 line as it descends the fan apex and its termination 

closer to the confluence of the Rhyolite Canyon Formation drainages. 
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Thus, the volume range for the alluvial fan is from 76 x 109 m3 to 163 x 109 m3
• Since the erosional 

volume of units I and II was calculated to be approximately 23 x 109 m3 and the original volume of an 

extensive III was calculated to be approximately 13, x 109 m3, we can see that there Is no volumetric 

objection in fan size, and so a the case for a broadly extensive unit III can be made. Although some 

fraction of eroded material passes beyond the fan to become basin fill and groundwater solutes, I 

have assumed that all eroded material deposits in the fan. Due to the lack of shallow detail in the 

seismic line, the fan volume estimate is a maximum one and may include pre-Rhyolite Canyon 

Formation sediments. In addition, even though the fan sediments are more porous and thus bulkier 

than the rock from which they were derived, even a 30% porosity estimate would only reduce the 

amount of material eroded from the minimal estimate (0% porosity) of 76 x 109 m3 to 53 x 109 m3 , 

which shouldn't greatly affect this conclusion with the result that the more rapid denudation rate of 

0.017 mm should be adopted. 
yr 

Two other possible methods of fan volume estimation were attempted, but with very poor results. 

Driller's logs taken on the alluvial fan were obtained from the United States Geological Survey Water 

Resources Division in Phoenix, AZ. Due to the fact that the six logs were all compiled by different 

people, none of whom were geologists, the nomenclature and attention to lithologic detail were 

highly inconsistent. But, taking this all into account, a very rough stratigraphic dip of the upper layers 

of the fan of 1° was determined. At best, this weakly confirms the flat dips of the upper seismic 

reflectors. Likewise, a gravity map (Oppenheimer, J.; 1980) of the area was located, but only at a 

resolution that could distinguish basement rock from ail types of basin fill. 

4.2 MEASUREMENT OF CURRENT DENUDATION RATES 
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The methods used so far in analyzing the denudation rates have been entirely reconstructive and 

have not attempted to measure present day processes to arrive at current rates. Reliable denudation 

rate measurements In the present have always been a thorny problem for process geomorphology. 

The problem of extrapolating from a temporally and spatially localized data set to a theory of 

broader authority Is extremely difficult. Questions Invariably arise over the separation of noise from 

signal, the potential meaningfulness of the local variation, and the possible convergence of the 

predictions of mutually exclusive hypotheses. Be that as it may, I attempted to measure local 

erosional processes by three different methods. In particular, I set up debris catching buckets at the 

bases of several columns to monitor exfoliation rates on the column faces. Next, I performed particle 

size transects in Rhyolite and Bonita Canyons to determine the average maximum sizes of erosional 

clasts. Finally, I chemically analyzed stream waters in Rhyolite Canyon to measure the chemical 

denudation rates in the watershed. 

4.2.1 Debris Bucket Results 

I selected eight sites at the bases of columns to locate open topped, cylindrical buckets on level 

surfaces. The buckets were 0.24 m in diameter and were weighted down. The buckets were left to 

collect vertically failing debris from 5/12/91 to 10/31/92, or approximately 1.5 years. The sites were 

selected both for their locally uniform weathering microenvironment and also their distinctiveness 

from each other . 

• Site #1 - Within an active tafonl hollow 1 m high, 1.5 m wide, 0.5 m deep, NWexposure. Sand 

size particles. Total mass captured 5.0 g. 
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• Site #2 - On ledge beneath exfoliating face, NW exposure. Total mass captured 8.0 g. 

• Site #3 - Destroyed by inebriated vandals with large knives. 

• Site #4 - Behind small rock fin beneath well varnished 13 m face. Particles up to 1.0 cm. Total 

mass captured 24.0 g. 

• Site #5 - Destroyed by debris flow. 

• Site #6 - At base of pinching out crack, possible water flow. Total mass captured 30 g. 

• Site #7 - At base of 0.5 m wide chimney, possibly spilled by an animal. Total mass captured 3.0 

g. 

• Site #8 - Destroyed by debris flow. 

As you can see, the survival rate of my buckets was not good. Some of the casualties were of 

geomorphic interest (#5, #8), others were exercises in sociopathology (#3). In any case, the 

average amount of rock material captured by the five surviving buckets was 14 g in 1.5 years. This is 

9.32 -¥- per bucket. The watershed, as before, has the area of a square 9830 m on a side. The 
10 yr 

average horizontal spacing of columns is approximately 6.0 m, based on an average of both vertical 

joint spacings in the Heart of Rocks and Rhyolite Canyon populations. Each 6.0 m joint spacing has 

an average eroded gap between columns of 2.4 m which leaves 3.6 m of exposed rock surface, or 

60% of the joint spacing. Therefore, if this square area were covered with columns there would be 

1638 rows of rock columns each 9830 m In length, but only 60% of this length would stili be exposed 

rock. Of course, there would also be an equal number of rows running as another set perpendicular 

to the first set. Since each row exposes two faces, we can calculate the total length of exposed rock 
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for each set of rows to be: 

(2) x (1638 rows) x (0.6) x (9830 mjrow) = 19.3 x 106 m 

This length doubles to 38.6 x 106 m when we add together both perpendicular sets of rows. If we 

imagine placing 0.24 m diameter buckets side by side in rows along the bases of all these columns. 

as in my experiment above. it would take: 

38.6 X 10
6 

m = 161 x 106 buckets 
0.24 m per bucket 

to have coverage along all column bases. But some of these buckets would be located at the 

intersections of the row sets and thus be counted twice in this calculation. Therefore, we subtract out 

half of the 163g2 = 2.7 x 10 6 Intersection buckets to get the total number of debris-catching buckets: 

161 X 106 - 2.7 X 106 = 158.3 X 106 buckets 

In 103 yr. each bucket would catch 9.32 kg of rock which would total out to approximately 

1.475 x 109 kg for all the buckets. Since the density of the tuff is 2360 ~, we can reexpress this 
m 

103 yr denudational mass as 625 x 103 m3• Since this mass is being shed only from the columns' 

surfaces, if we pack all the columns in the watershed together, thus closing up the gaps between 

them. but still imagine that the denudational faces exist within the pack, we can calculate the rate of 

horizontal denudation for each column's surface. Each of the 1638 columns in a row has a horizontal 

face length of 3.6 m which means that each row exposes 5896 m of rock horizontally. If we take an 

average column height to be about 25 m (Rhyolite Canyon = 40 m, Heart of Rocks = 15 m). the 

columns, when packed together. would form a "cube" 5869 m x 5896 m x 25 m. If we assume that 

horizontal denudatlonal loss acts equally on all four vertical faces of the cube. each with a surface 

area of 5896 m x 25 m = 147 x 103 m2 , we can take 1 j 4 of this 103 yr volume loss and distribute it 

over a single face. The corresponding horizontal denudation rate Is then: 
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0.25 x 625 x 10
3 

m
3 

= 1.06 mm 
147 x 103 m2 yr 

Finally, this rate must be divided by the number of contributing columns in a row to obtain the 

horizontal denudation rate for a single face on a single column: 

_1 _ x 1.06 mm = 0.0006 mm 
1638 yr yr 

as a present day horizontal denudation rate. We can see that this Is In remarkable agreement with 

the rate arrived at for Rhyolite Canyon using the DEM model and a little higher than that for the Heart 

of Rocks. 

In actuality, it Is almost certainly the case that denudational volume is not primarily composed of the 

steady Input of very small particles, but rather requires infrequent contributions of larger "particles". 

As I will argue in Section 4.2.1, the steady and frequent denudation of small particles destabilizes 

larger ones over longer time scales. Clearly, a great shortcoming of this method Is that the buckets, 

by virtue of their small sizes and short lifetimes are incapable of trapping large failing debris. 

Some idea of the significance of larger block falls can be gained from particle size transects of 

drainages. Since the clasts measured are frequently degraded by transport from their original size at 

failure, the average clast size Is a conservative measure. The first transect was done in the upper 

reaches of Echo Canyon for 86 meters down the middle of the stream channel. The average channel 

dimensions were 2.0 m wide and 0.15 m deep. The Intermediate (B) axis of the largest clast was 

measured at 1 m Intervals along the transect. The average Intermediate axis was 25 cm with a 

standard deviation of 30 cm. The fact that the average value Is smaller than the standard deviation 

Indicates a non-normal size distribution skewed towards larger sizes. There was a slight downstream 

Increase in particle size which was the product of a gradient Increase. The second transect was 

done along middle Bonita Canyon also for 86 meters. The average channel dimensions were 5.0 m 
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wide and 0.4 m deep. The average intermediate axis was 39 cm with a standard deviation of 31 cm. 

There was no downstream trend In particle size. In both cases, we can see that the average largest 

clast is on the order of the size of a debris sampling bucket. On the other hand, there were very few 

boulders larger than two meters to be seen. I propose that the disintegration of the colUmns 

proceeds as a steady, rain of small sand and gravel sized particles whose loss at very Irregular 

intervals eventually destabilizes much larger particles ranging from 25 to 100 cm. The particular 

weathering agents responsible for this will be discussed in the various sub-divisions of Section 4.4. 

The lack of very large boulders several meters across signifies either very efficient fluvial evacuation, 

rapid in situ weathering, or that large debris is never created to begin with. The possibility of rapid 

evacuation down canyon is unlikely since the density of columns is such to form a virtual forest of 

obstacles, yet boulder jams are rare. In addition, the extreme partitioning of precipitation catchment 

areas by the maze of columns and the thin to nonexistent solis restrict water and debris flow 

transport available at any given point. Under these conditions flow Is diffused rather than 

concentrated. Rapid In situ weathering Is also not a strong candidate given the good preservation of 

toppled blocks dated by dendrochronology (discussed Section 5.6.4). What remains Is the likelihood 

of non-production of such large sizes. An explanation for this in terms of exfoliation and salt 

weathering will be forestalled until Sections 4.4.6 and 4.4.7. 

4.2.2 Chemical Weathering Rates 

An attempt was made to obtain a chemical weathering rate by sampling stream waters, at weekly 

Intervals during flow periods, for one year and measuring Ca, K, Na, and Mg cation concentration by 

atomic absorption and emission flame spectrophotometry. I would like to extend my appreciation to 

Richard Anderson at the Chlricahua National Monument for taking the stream water samples 
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throughout the year and also to Dave Hendricks in the University of Arizona's Soil and Water Science 

Department for his tremendous help with the spectrophotometry. The chemical analyses were 

successful and the rock chemistry already known (Latta, J.; 1983), but attempts to monitor and later 

reconstruct stream discharges failed. There is no stream gauge along any of the drainages. 

Therefore, no chemical denudation rates could be determined. Two minor, but interesting results did 

emerge. If we were to fallaciously assume that all precipitation that falls on the watershed ultimately 

flows out of it (i.e. no evapotranspiration or unreturned infiltration) and then use the measured cation 

concentrations in the stream waters to figure out the total amount of rock removed, we arrive at an 

astronomical 1.0 kg of rock dissolved by every cubic meter of rain water. This Is at least 103 times 

the chemical dissolution rate that would result if all erosion over the last 24.7 My had been done only 

by chemical dissolution. Clearly, we are seeing an extreme cation concentration factor in the stream 

waters of a high evapotranspiration climate. I suspect that this Is a manifestation of the following 

process. Rain falls on the rock and upper soil layers, where it typically remains for only a short time 

(hours?) before being reevaporated. During its short residence time, the water initiates chemical 

breakdown of fresh rock and preweathered soils, as well as the transport and reconcentration of salts 

left from previous chemical weathering. The sheet and channel flows that occur infrequently through 

the year dissolve these in situ salts and cause a hyperconcentration of cation species in the 

ephemeral stream flows. As an example of this, the highest cation concentrations during the year 

came in late August after four months of no stream flow had allowed the precipitated salts to build 

up. The net result is that a sampler lacking reliable discharge data, and perhaps operating under the 

assumption of perennial flow will assume that the hyperconcentration is a steady feature. The truth is 

that there is a great deal of "preweathering" done by waters that never even enter the surface or 

groundwater budgets. It would be an interesting future project to set up a discharge gauge and 

determine the ratio of mechanical to chemical weathering in a watershed such as this with a high 

silica, igneous extrusive bedrock. 
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4.3 CLIMATE CHANGE AND COLUMN WEATHERING 

Based on the OEM calculated average vertical denudation rate of 0.017 mm we can arrive at ages of 
yr 

columns with given heights. A typical 40 m column should have an age of 2.4 My. This lifetime more 

than spans the Pleistocene and Holocene epochs and thus several major glacial/Interglacial climatic 

cycles. I propose that the column morphologies are a product of these climatic variations. 

According to paleobotanical reconstructions for southeastern Arizona, during full glacial times the 

winter precipitation was 32 cm, or 160% of the present winter levels, while the glacial summer 
yr 

precipitation was 11 cm, which was a reduction to 40% of the current summer levels. Winter mean 
yr 

temperatures were 6°C below their current winter values and summer mean temperatures were 

depressed by 7°C (Meko, D.M. & Graumllch, LJ.; 1992) (Van Devender, T.R.; 1990) (U.S. Weather 

Service Records, Chlricahua National Monument). The Increased winter precipitation would have 

fallen during winters substantially more likely to have freezing periods. Some idea of the effect of the 

temperature shift can be gotten by recasting it as an ecotone shift. The nonadlabatlc lapse rate for 

Arizona is ~~g~~ .. A 6.5°C annual mean temperature drop is equivalent to an altitude rise of 2800' 

(Green. C.R.; 1962). This would effectively drop the current 8800' - 9800' "Canadian Zone" fir forest to 

the GOOO' level of Rhyolite Canyon, which Is currently characterized by oak-pine woodland (Lowe, 

C.H.; 1985) (Martin, P.S.; 1963) (Wright, H.E. & Frey, D.C.; 1965) (Van Devender, T.R.; 1990). This Is, 

of course, a crude analysis and may not approach a true paleobotanical reconstruction, but the point 

remains that the columns would have experienced a very different weathering regime during glacial 

periods than they have experienced during the Holocene Interglacial. The bulk of Quaternary 

weathering would have occurred during glacial periods typically 105 yr long, and a minority during 

interglacial times typically 104 yr long (Van Devender, T.R.; 1986). 
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4.4 A TWO STAGE WEATHERING HISTORY 

As I shall argue, weathering under a colder climate would have been driven by rapid, high yield 

processes such as freeze-thaw cycling and fluvial action, both of which attack Joint faces. This 

guidance by joint planes results In linear erosional geometries with consequent regular angular 

relationships. 

During interglacials, warmer and drier conditions prevailed much as today. The presence or absence 

of the monsoon season is an unsettled question. This climate regime would provide slow, low yield, 

weathering processes strongly Influenced by microenvironment, but largely Immune to joint control. 

Exfoliation due to salt crystalizatlon and clay genesis, as well as attack by lichen-produced organic 

acids would act on subaerial surfaces, even those well above ground level. A conservative factor 

would be the development of rock varnishes to chemically passivate exposed surfaces. Since these 

agents are isotropic within their favored mlcroenvironments, sharp contrasts In weathering forms 

would develop between microenvironments, with great homogeneity within. 

In short, the columns are the result of a two stage weathering history composed of a long period of 

wet, cold glacial conditions and a short, current one of arid, warmer conditions. The bulk of rock 

erosion occurred during glacial time leaving angular, thick, "roughed out" forms that were later 

rounded, tapered, and Incut during Interglacial time. I will now turn to Individual discussions of each 

of these and other geomorphic processes, starting with the larger scale ones and then proceeding to 

microweathering processes. 

4.4.1 Freeze-Thaw Weathering 
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Freeze-thaw or "cryogenic" weathering is generally acknowledged to be a highly effective mechanism 

for rock degradation in cold climates. There is, however, considerable controversy as to the actual 

mechanism that allows water ice to break apart rock. The classic explanation is based on the 

commonly observed, but quite peculiar, thermodynamic property of water ice that it expands upon 

freezing (Ritter, D.; 1986). Normally, the solid phase of a substance possesses a lower volume than 

its liquid one. But due to the development of a lower density, loose, hydrogen bonded framework in 

water ice, a volume expansion of about 10% is realized upon freezing. If water infiltrates a crack and 

then freezes, the ice expansion will exert a normal stress on the crack faces and widen it. The ice 

iater melts and drains away leaving the now larger crack. This process repeats at the next freezing 

cycie and so the crack grows. The debate over freeze thaw weathering regards why the unfrozen 

water and later ice doesn't flow out through the entry port into unconfinement as the pressure 

increases instead of pushing on the crack walls (Walder, J.S. & Hallet, B.; 1986). 

More refined theories of ice formation have been proposed. As ice freezes, a chemical potential 

gradient is established between the unfrozen water and the nucleating ice crystals (Walder, J.S. & 

Hallet, B.; 1986). Ice forms into crystals having definite crystallographic axes and the migrating water 

freezes to the ice crystal only in accordance with these axes causing the crystal to grow in preferred 

directions. If the growth direction is in collision with the confining boundaries of the pore space, a 

unidirectional normal stress, along the C-axis of the ice crystal will build up. An escape route is 

irrelevant if it is not in the proper direction. The importance of crystallographically oriented stresses 

will arise again in the discussion of salt crystallization. The important features of rocks susceptible to 

frost weathering are adequate porosity, a primary planar fabric exhibiting a strength anisotropy, and 

preliminary surface pitting, all of which occur in tuffs. 

An interesting variation on freeze-thaw action involves unfrozen, adsorbed water in pores (Winkler, 

E.M.; 1978). When water, which is a highly polar molecule, enters a pore it is attracted by van der 

Waals forces to any polar minerals in the pore walls. Clays, in particular, are highly polar and have a 
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strong tendency to adsorb water between their silicate sheets. The adsorption of water may extend 

through many molecular layers, rendering the water layers as rigid as crystallized Ice. It Is as if the 

water were "frozen" by its attraction to the mineral. The minerai then stress fatigues through repeated 

adsorption and dehydration cycles. 

Since migrating water is the active element In these processes, they should be most effective near 

ground level and oriented along preexistent joint fractures. This joint directed, basal weathering 

would have been the primary erosional process during glacial periods. It Is Important to acknowledge 

the possibility that thick soil covers or snow blankets would have insulated this erosional surface and 

actually inhibited freeze-thaw action. The point here is that if the climate becomes too humid (I.e. 

thick soils) or too cold (i.e. snow blankets), climatically enhanced erosion will slow down greatly. The 

study area was presumably located on the periphery of the full brunt of a much colder glacial climate 

and so occupied a zone of maximized erosional processes. 

4.4.2 Basal Flares and Stranded Necks 

One obvious, large scale feature of the columns is their basal flares (Figure 15). At about 1 - 2 m 

above the ground, the lower flanks of a column sweep outward like a buttress before meeting the 

ground surface. Extensive work in Southern Australia on geochemically similar granite "mushroom 

rocks" have tied basal flares to subsurface weathering in a moist soil horizon (Twidale, C.R.; 1982). If 

the soil horizon is at a stable altitude and not being stripped, the flare will Incut further and further. 

The sequence of incuts down the length of a rock column (Figures 21, 25) are considered Indicators 

of times of stable soil horizons separated by periods of soil lowering. A recent analysis of such 

landforms was done on tuff columns In the City of Rocks In southwestern New Mexico (Mueller, J.E. 

& Twidale, C.R.; 1988). How relevant Is this idea to the Chlrlcahua columns? 
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Incuts, from here on referred to as "necks", are vertically very frequent in the columns and quite 

extreme In their sharpness and thinness relative to the surrounding unnecked portions (see Figure 

14). The neck shown here Is about 2 m across. 
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Figure 14. Horizontal Necking Plane -
Neck is approximately 1 m wide at narrowest point. Note "blocky, tabular fabric" of base below 
neck. 
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This sharpness would require a very thin soil horizon that had a history of rapid falls and equally 

abrupt, lengthy halts. Recall that the vertical denudation rates are 0.017 mm which Is very slow for a 
yr 

soil stripping rate. The necking of Australian examples is much more gradual, forming broad bulges 

and not sharp, horizontal roofs. The soil horizon around the Chlrlcahua columns Is almost absent at 

this time. Necks are rarely traceable beyond two columns, if that far. A soil horizon relict should show 

greater continuity than this. The soil horizon lowering explanation also Ignores the fact that the rock 

being weathered may have horizontal joints that could offer avenues of preferential weathering as is 

the case with the Chiricahua columns. This is not to say that soil horizons weren't thicker previously 

nor that subsurface weathering Is Irrelevant. It Is just that overall column morphology doesn't fit any 

reasonable soil lowering history. 

4.4.3 Other Possible Causes of Necking 

Clearly the necks are the result of some sort of inhomogeneity, either of material or process. What 

possibilities suggest themselves? The ash flows represented In the tuffs are sequential features and it 

Is well known that caldera eruptions show variations in geochemistry, reflecting compositional 

Inhomogeneities within the magma chamber due to poor mixing or melt fractionation. Could the 

necking planes be geochemicaily predisposed to rapid weathering at the surface? Unfortunately, 

there are no geochemical variations regular or sharp enough In the Rhyolite Canyon Formation to 

account for the tight spacing and cyclicity of the necking planes (Latta, J.; 1983). The necking 

planes also are sometimes slightly dipping with respect to tuff bedding. 

Perhaps vertical welding variations are responsible for necking. Weakly welded horizons would 

weather more rapidly than those around them. Again, there Is no sign of welding variation that Is 
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coincident with necking planes. The tuffs In the necks are just as dense as those elsewhere. Welding 

variations would be the product of differences in compaction by thicker or thinner overburdens and 

temperature variations. The difference in overburden compressional stress between a position in a 

neck and that a few meters above is trivial. Any welding variations are on the order of an entire unit. 

Also a welding contact Is asymmetrical, gradational above the contact and sharp below. The Incuts 

above and below a necking plane are symmetrical. 

The clear answer that remains is the occurrence of horizontal jointing in the tuff before erosion 

began. The sources and timing of such jointing were discussed in Chapter 2. Joints offer water easy 

access to the unweathered rock interior. Weathering reaction products can be transported back out 

as new water seeps in to the reaction site. Only while the joint is below the ground surface is water 

driven In under a hydrostatic head to aid aqueous solution weathering, In particular, the formation of 

clays. Joint weathering is probably maximized just below ground or soil level where water migration, 

temperature variations, and oxidation are highest. Once the incipient necking plane is stranded 

above the ground level, the rates of water Infiltration driven by capillarity become very slow and In 

fact may not keep up with evaporation. This shuts down the rapid Incuttlng of necks as the ground 

lowers about them. At this point small scale facial weathering processes and block fall become more 

significant than deep interior weathering, so the columns thin more uniformly and slowly. 

As a neck forms, weathering reactions occur that result In mechanically weak weathering products. 

The surface contact on the necking plane decreases as reaction products are removed and 

compressional stresses concentrate across the plane which further accelerates the mechanical 

breakup of chemical weathering products and the exposure of new, fresh material to the elements. 

The new, smaller contact area Increases the stress and thus the fragmentation of the rock 

comprising the contact. This process is known as stress corrosion and has a wide literature In failure 

analysis and materials science (Anderson, O.L & Grew, P.C.; 1977). A neck formation, although 

ultimately self destroying, is a positive feedback mechanism. Much more will be said about the 
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overall mechanical significance of necks for the columns in Chapter 5. Although the bulk of the joint 

weathering occurs while the joint is at or below ground level, slower subaerial processes convert the 

planar or blocky, exposed joint surface into the commonly seen hourglass taper. 

I mention in passing an unusual weathering texture that is exclusively associated with necks. I have 

descriptively dubbed it the "blocky, tabular texture". The tablets are horizontally oriented and 

typically 3 to 30 cm thick and sometimes broken up by vertical fractures. It is not clear how deeply 

this fabric actually penetrates into the rock, despite an appearance of being fully penetrative. It is 

typically associated with, whether by necessity or coincidence, manganese oxide varnishing. The 

texture may be a surface spalling feature brought on by stress concentration at the neck, although 

the varnish indicates its current inactivity. 

4.4.4 Vertical Weathering Sequence 

The basal flares, shown in Figure 15, exhibit a ubiquitous vertical weathering sequence. At the lowest 

levels above the ground « 1 m), the flare is pronounced and shows a surface of bare rock. Above 

this (1 - 2 m) a layer of black manganese oxide varnish is found on a blocky textured weathering 

surface. Above that an exfoliating, lichen colonized face begins, followed by Intermixed red iron 

oxide varnish that protects protruding "chicken heads" and intervening pumice erosion pits. This 

sequence suggests initial exhumation of the rock at the base which is kept clean by thin sheet flows 

and its own young age. This is followed by growth of black varnish within a frequently damper and 

shadier, reducing microenvironment. Once sufficient sun exposure and protection from abrasion is 

achieved, lichens begin to colonize. The drier conditions that support the lichens also create the 

more highly oxidizing conditions needed for formation of red varnishes. The column surface 

continues at this stage until Its top, where solution pans develop. The chemical passivation created 
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by varnishing and concentration of rapid weathering action at the column's base means that once a 

unit of rock is left more than a few meters above the ground level, the rates of weathering slow 

dramatically and the cylindrical shape of the column is preserved. If we were to Imagine a lack of 

such protection mechanisms, a much more subdued topography might be the result. 
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Figure 15. Basal Flare and Vertical Weathering Sequence -
Scale card is in centimeters and inches. Note downward pointing "shingles" above fully stripped 
base. 
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4.4.5 Weathering Products 

As I suggested earlier, soil development around the columns Is virtually nonexistent. The bulk of 

material found Is exfoliation debris of lightly weathered tuff. If we consider the Chlrlcahua columns as . 

a climatically mixed landform, reflecting both the moist cool weathering regime of the Pleistocene 

and the warm, dry, and later monsoonal, Holocene, how would we expect this to be reflected in the 

clays found in the weathering products? Kaolinite is typical of climates with wet winters and good 

drainage, whereas smectite Is associated with wet summer climates and poor drainage (Blrkelend, 

P.W.; 1984). X-ray diffraction analysis and atomic absorption and emission flame spectrophotometry 

were used to determine weathering species. 

In lieu of soil sampling, samples of efflorescent material collected within active tafoni in Echo Canyon 

were analyzed for weathering product compositions. An X ray powder diffraction analysis using a Cu 

K a source (>. = 1.541838 A) was performed with the great assistance of Dave Hendricks in the 

University of Arizona Soil and Water Science department. XRD Indicated the presence of the 

following compounds and their lattice d spacing peaks given in A: 

ORIGINAL MINERAL SPECIES 

• crlstobalite = 1.45, 1.86, 1.89, 2.39 

• quartz = 1.45,1.54,1.655,1.67,1.69,1.74,1.81,1.97,2.12, 2.45, 3.35, 4.21 

• albite - anorthite = 3.22,3.75,3.82,4.04,6.42 

• sanidine = 2.75,2.88,2.93,2.99,3.22,3.24 

• biotite = 1.68, 2.05 

WEATHERING MINERAL SPECIES 
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• kaolinite = 1.45, 1.49, 1.62, 1.66, 2.28, 2.34, 2.56 

• smectite = 1.55,1.71,1.74,2.83,2.99,3.08,4.66,8.83 

• allophane = 1.40, 2.50 

• Imogolite = 5.70 

• analcite = 1.69,1.74,1.88,2.52,2.69,2.88,3.45,3.65 

4.4.6 Clay Weathering 

80th kaolinite and smectite are present. Although XRD is not capable of providing relative 

abundances of species, the case for a Pleistocene/Holocene weathering shift Is not rejected due to 

the absence of either clay species. The mechanical Importance of smectite to column formation Is its 

ability to expand through water absorption. The "shrink - swell" cycle for which smectite Is noted 

leads to exfoliation of rock fragments having much greater volumes than the thin clay interface that 

causes these mechanical stresses. 

Although the amorphous clays, allophane and Imogolite, are commonly found as soil minerals that 

are transitional to halloysite, which requires poor drainage, they are In fact stable themselves and can 

persist in a steady state soil (Lowe, D.; 1986). Allophane and Imogolite can start to form within only 

3 x 103 yr (Chichester, F. et al; 1969). Since both hydrous, crystalline micas as well as amorphous 

clays can form from the weathering of feldspars, what then determines which will result? Feldspars 

can exist In varying degrees of ordering with respect to SI and AI locations In their framework. 

Feldspars that have slowly cooled as intrusive rocks will tend to be more ordered than their extrusive 

equivalents. Highly ordered feldspars can form micas by detaching chains of alternating AI and SI 

tetrahedra that can then repolymerize as mica sheets (sericitization). A disordered feldspar, such as 
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sanidlne, that Is produced In a volcanic rock cannot create these ordered chains and so 

decomposes to allophane instead (Fieldes, M.; 1966). 

The conditions favorable to the formation of allophane are high pH and high dissolved silica levels. 

These conditions prevail In the microenvironment found within pumice fragments and In generally 

young soils. As time goes on soli silica levels drop, as does pH due to the leaching out of bases. 

Imogolite, which requires a more acidic pH and lower amount of silica in solution, begins to form in 

these later stages (Wada, K; 1987). 

4.4.7 Salt Weathering 

Salts, as well as clays, are significant sources of the mechanical stresses that drive exfoliation and 

grain fragmentation. The ready salt source of ocean spray borne has long been recognized as the 

primary agent creating tafonl hollows in sea cliffs, especially those made of coarse grained Igneous 

rocks (Evans, I.S.; 1969). In an environment far inland sea spray is obviously Irrelevant. The salt 

source is then aeolian dust settling on the rock surfaces. The Willcox Playa to the west of Chlricahua 

National Monument Is a tremendous source of such dust. Winds accompanying frontal lows in the 

winter come from the west-northwest, often obscuring visibility for days with atmospheric dust. Rain 

and dew concentrate the deposited salts In locally protected hollows and crevices. Salt crystals grow 

with each new deposit and exert large unidirectional stresses on their confining boundaries. These 

stresses have been measured In laboratory crystallizations to be as high as 4.7 MPa (Evans, I.S.; 

1969), which Is on the order of the tensile strength of the Chlrlcahua tuffs (see Chapter 5). These 

stresses may actually be underestimates by overestimation of the tiny contact areas between the salt 

crystals and rock minerai grains. Salts with prismatic habits will concentrate growth stresses better 

than tabular crystals (Fahey, B.; 1985). Hydration of salts after crystallization Is also a significant 
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source of crystal expansion (Evans. I.S.; 1969). The most potent weathering salts are Na2S04. 

NaC03 • MgS04• NaCl, and CaS04, in descending order. The latter two are less effective, but 

compensate in their ubiquity (Cooke, R.U. & Doornkamp, J.C.; 1990) (Goudie, A.S.; 1986). 

Column walls and particularly overhangs are relatively protected from rain water that would flush 

away built up salts. and consequently salt weathering is much more effective on these surfaces than 

on the horizontal column tops. The reduced wind velocities through a tight grouping of columns 

inhibits evaporation and so sustains a thin. dust catching film of water for longer periods. 

No attempt was made to analyze tafonl efflorescences for specific salt species due to the small 

sample sizes available. Instead. I used atomic absorption and emission flame photospectrometry to 

determine the most prevalent cation species in the soluble salts. 10 g of tafonl salts were dissolved 

in 2000 ml of deionized water, shaken for 30 minutes, and centrifuged at 1800 r.p.m. for 8 more 

minutes to sediment out any insoluble solids. The sample was then analyzed by AA and AE at various 

concentrations for Ca, K, Na on an Instrumentation Laboratory Video 12 spectrophotometer. as 

before. with the indispensable assistance of Dave Hendricks. Results are In p.p.m. and are intended 

only to give relative species concentrations. Absolute concentrations would not be meaningful in and 

of themselves. 

SOLUBLE SALTS CHEM ANALYSIS 

Ca (AA) 4.25 

K (AE) 1.65 

Na (AE) 102.40 

The most significant thing to notice here is the tremendous concentration of Na relative to Ca and K. 

Sodium salts are highly water soluble and subject to flushing away by heavy rains. It is likely that the 

high concentrations are due to proximity to the Willcox Playa deposits allowing rapid wind deposition 
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that can outpace removal by rains. A similar high Na concentration was seen In the stream water 

analyses which indicates the great aqueous mobility of Na+. The three strongest salt weathering 

species mentioned In the literature are all Na salts. Analcite, which was found by XRD, Is a sodium 

zeolite and Is probably the primary sodium precipitate present. The Willcox Playa salts were all 

originally derived from weathering of the adjacent ranges, Including the Chlrlcahuas. It's Interesting 

to note that this is a case of an erosion product returning to its birthplace and then acting to bring 

about yet more erosion. 

4.4.8 Rock Varnish Coatings 

Lichens, varnish coatings, and reprecipitated silica coatings ("case hardening") often coexist side by 

side on the columns and have interesting roles In surface morphology. For this reason and the fact 

that my rock thin sections show both features simultaneously, I treat them together even though the 

former is destructive and the latter conservative. 

In the face of potent surface weathering agents, only rock varnish offers protection against chemical 

attack. Varnishes In the Chlrlcahuas are present In orange and black varieties. Both types are iron 

(hematite) and aluminum oxides, with the black type also containing the manganese oxide, 

birnessite, (Na,Ca,K)Mn7014: 3H20 (Potter, A.M. & Rossman, G.R.; 1979). Varnish contains small 

amounts of kaolinite, illite, and chlorite clays. These dispersed clays acts as templates for the 

crystallization of birnessite (Potter, A.M. & Rossman, G.A.; 1979) which In turn cements the clays 

(Potter, A.M. & Rossman, G.A.; 1977). Although the actual process of varnish formation is quite 

controversial, being viewed as either resulting from dust deposition or due to microbial action, it 

appears that neither the clays nor the Mn and Fe cations are derived from the rock substrate (Allen, 

C.C.; 1978). The presence of, an underlying, and therefore chemically Insulating, weathering cortex 
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prohibits cation diffusion from below. In addition, the cortex Is, by its small volume, an Insufficient 

cation supply. 

The varnish types are quite specific to exposure microenvlronments. The tops of columns exhibit 

orange varnishes, whereas overhanging and frequently wet areas have black varnishes and deeper 

weathering fronts. The presence of manganese oxides indicates a slightly less oxidizing environment. 

Although silica Is very Insoluble In water, some solution does occur when a rock surface Is wetted. 

After the surface water film drys, a thin, but durable film of amorphous silica Is reprecipitated on the 

rock. This coating acts to protect the rock from chemical and low Intensity mechanical erosion. 

Because of the high evaporation rates around the columns and their high rock silica content, silica 

reprecipitatlon is an important surface stabilizer. 

Breaks in varnish and silica coatings open the fresh rock Interior to chemical weathering and 

ultimately leave behind the raised knobby or platelike protrusions ("chicken heads") seen a few 

meters above the base on most columns. 

4.4.9 Lichen Weathering 

An Important, although generally poorly understood, weathering agent of rock substrates Is lichen. 

Lichens are highly specific to environmental variables such as sun and rain exposure and rock type. 

Given the complexity of lichen ecology and even Identification, I will treat all lichens found In the 

Chlrlcahuas as a single type and not distinguish species and their habits. 

Lichens produce organic acids that act as metal cation chelatlng agents (Schatz, A.; (1963). The 

removal of substituted metal cations, especially Fe and AI, from the rock silicate framework 
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accelerates rock decomposition. Lichens are firmly bonded to their rock substrate and can exert 

tensile stresses on the preweathered rock when they swell and shrink during wet/dry cycles. Already 

weakly bound minerals grains can be dislodged In this way (Schatz, A; 1963). On historic basalt 

flows on Hawaii, lichen covered surfaces show an absence of the cl.ay minerals that are present on 

lichen-free surfaces (Jackson, T. & Keller, W.; 1970). This points to relatively more Intense surface 

weathering in the presence of lichens. Column surfaces covered by lichen exhibit much looser and 

easily dislodged mineral grains than those free of lichen. It appears that the lichens serve to hold 

mineral grains in place that have already weathered out from their matrix. This factor and the 

tendency of the lichen thalli themselves to soak up water tends to increase the water absorption 

ability of the surface and thus the effective aqueous weathering time. 

4.4.10 Thin Section Analysis of the Weathering Front 

To gain a better appreciation of the depth and development of lichen weathering and varnish 

preservation, I extracted rock cores perpendicular to the column surface at several different sites 

using a rotary core drill. I then prepared thin sections of the weathering front. 

Observation of the thin sections with a plane polarized light microscope yielded the following 

features. Thin black varnish coatings are thickest over pumice fragments and surface cusps that trap 

water and absent over exposed original crystals. In some samples, a thicker, 0.25 cm bleached layer 

topped by orange varnish closely follows the surface micro-contours which Indicates deposition very 

soon after surface pitting. The orange varnishes are also developed only on matrix. Beneath orange 

varnish layers, the hydrated layer Is Insensitive to surface contour and has a very sharp basal 

termination. Where unvarnished, a darkening of the matrix, possibly due to hydration of the glass 

extends Inwards for 1 - 2 cm with a vague basal termination. Pumice fragments are typically 
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chemically eaten away or crystallized from amorphous glass into quartz(?). Original quartz crystals 

are unaffected. Where present, lichen hyphae penetrate into sanidine crystals, perhaps selectively 

attacking sources of metabolic K (Curry, R., Univ. Calif. Santa Cruz; personal communication). 

Lichens frequently have orange varnish beneath them. 

I n short, vamish limits hydration of the underlying matrix. Varnish forms on rough surfaces that trap 

water films. Orange varnish is found on surfaces of good sun exposure, while black varnish 

develops in shady. more frequently wet sites. Dry, sun exposed surfaces would have higher pH 

levels due to the accumulation of salt dusts. Wet conditions would conicide with generally more 

neutral pH levels due to dilution of these surficial dust deposits by surface water (Dorn, R.; (1986). 

Pumice fragments are highly unstable chemically, but crystals formed during cooling remain after 

disaggregation of the matrix. Lichens preferentially attack sanidine crystals. The time relation 

between lichen and varnish coating is not clear. 

4.4.11 Exfoliation Shingles 

As was discussed. exfoliation driven by salt crystalizatlon and clay formation is the primary, present 

day mechanism for loss of material from vertical faces. An interesting variant of exfoliation flakes is 

very common on the Chlrlcahua columns. Many columns exhibit surfaces of downward pointing 

"shingles" (see Figure 15). Typically the shingles are heavily varnished and likely stabilized against 

further weathering. The shingles are most prominent on basal flares and below gradual necks (see 

Figure 15). The partings between shingles are not traceable as fractures into the rock interior, and as 

with the "blocky. tabular fabric", seem to be only surficial. I have two possible explanations for their 

genesis. The shingles may form along planes of high overburden shear stress (see Chapter 5). I do 

not, however. feel particularly confident that the shear stresses Induced by the supported load are 
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large enough to control these weathering features. Alternatively, In locations where two columns are 

close together, being separated by a concave rock slot, the shingles are always canted towards the 

slot, It is possible to see that the shingles on one column and those on the other could be connected 

in a smooth arc that mirrors the slot bottom beneath. The shingles may then be the hanging walls of 

the slot that has since been incised to form the current, deeper slot. Perhaps, the shingles are to the 

slot as a flight of stranded stream terraces are to an incised channel. The characteristic varnishing of 

the shingles fits with this notion of abandonment. 

4.4.12 Tafoni 

Tafoni are not major geomorphic features in the columns as they are in other tuffs, such as the 

Bandelier of northern New Mexico, but nevertheless they do catch the eye and offer unambiguous 

examples of salt weathering (see Figure 16). 
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Figure 16. Tafoni Weathering -

Scale card is in centimeters and inches. White streaks are lapilli. Note case hardened and 
varnished exterior. 
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It has been suggested that the propensity to form tafonllncreases in dipping strata. Dipping bedding 

planes offer lower resistance paths for water migration and therefore salt accumulation (Sancho, C. 

& Benito, G.; 1990). The low dips of the Rhyolite Canyon Formation may figure in the relative paucity 

of tafonl. It has long been assumed that tafonl represents the "logical" outcome of a break in surface 

case hardening and the exposure of an easily weathered interior. Recent work (Smith, B.J. & 

McAlister, J.J.; 1986) has emphasized, instead, the role of microclimate within the tafoni hollow. The 

hollow has a lower temperature and wind velocity and a higher humidity than the exterior rock 

surface and thus acts to trap wind borne salts in a hydrating environment as a self reinforcing cycle. 

This is aU, of course, after the initiation of the hollow which still requires an initial breach of the varnish 

or silica coating, perhaps by exfoliation. It is likely that the initial surface weakness was merely the 

presence of an easily weathered pumice fragment (see the next section) and not a later degradation 

of the varnish coating. It is not unusual to find inactive tafoni with varnished interiors, so this 

mechanism is clearly not a runaway one. Tafoni formation is probably limited to a maximum depth 

beyond which humidity is too high and diurnal temperature variations too low to permit salt 

precipitation by water evaporation. 

4.4.13 Horizontal Ribs 

Another very common surface feature of the columns is horizontally oriented ribs, much like stair 

case rails. The ribs are typically from 1 - 10 cm thick and up to 20 cm long, separated from one 

another by similarly sized depressions. An example of this ubiquituous surface texture is shown in 

Figure 17. 

Based on examples of incipient, pumice lined, inter-rib depressions and their consistent horizontal, 

tabular form, I agree with earlier suggestions (Enlows, H.E.; 1955) that the depressions are 
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weathering cavities left from etched out pumice lapilli. The ribs are stands of the more resistant 

Inter-Iapilli matrix. 

In Figure 18 we can see that periodically the outer varnished skin breaks away from the softer 

interior. Salt and clay weathering proceed beneath the skin In small fissures leading to exfoliation. 
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Figure 17. Rib Weathering and Pumice Etching -
Smoother areas on left show where textured, case hardened surface has exfoliated to depths of -3 
em. View is across approximately 2 m vertically. 
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4.4.14 Solution Pans 

Solution pans up to 1 m across and 10 cm deep are frequent features found on the tops of the 

columns. The water supply for the pans Is clearly rainfall onto the column top, there being no 

possibility of flow from other catchments. Pans are able to hold water for periods of weeks during 

which chemical attack of their sides and floors occurs. Given the high evapotranspiration in the area, 

the pans fill only during intense storms. The orange varnish discussed earlier is particularly 

associated with the rims of the pans In what Is the most oxidizing environment on the column. 

Reactants readily diffuse away from the reaction sites, leading to rapid chemical weathering. Often 

associated with pans is an algal coating that can survive long periods of desiccation. Such algaes 

may offer weathering protection to their substrate as a desiccated rime to the point where small scale 

topographic Inversion can result (Twidale, C.R. & Campbell, E.; 1986). 
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5. COLUMN STABILITY AND SURVIVAL 
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5.1 THE PROBLEM OF COLUMN STABILITY 

As evidenced by its official status as the Chirlcahua National Monument, for years the scenic beauty 

of the tuff columns, both improbable In their shapes and somehow persevering in their strength, has 

been an attraction for nature lovers. Even the most casual tourist cannot help but be impressed and 

baffled by the weird and seemingly fragile shapes of the columns. I recall overhearing frequent 

comments expressing wonder that certain columns didn't topple in a stiff afternoon breeze, not to 

mention an earthquakel 

The mechanical stability and consequent high survival rate of the columns poses an interesting study 

in statics. Specifically, three questions come to mind. First, why should erosional processes, which 

usually exploit any and all material weaknesses, serve to create and preserve landforms that would 

appear to be pathologically weak. Put a bit more rhetorically, the Chlricahua columns are about as 

far from a peneplane as a landscape can be! The second question, investigated by means of a finite 

element computer model, is whether the columns remain mechanically stable either by geometric 

balancing, like a stack of blocks, or are held together despite their imbalance by the cohesive 

strength of the tuff. The third question, although only tentatively addressed in this study concerns 

the response of the columns to seismic events and the possibility that the columns could be 

Indicators of paleoselsmlcity in the area. 

5.2 THE EROSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF STABLE COLUMNS 

Since at first thought it seems somehow odd that the "destructive" forces of erosion should result in 

such apparently delicate columnar landforms, we might consider why. 
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Denudation rates are controlled to a large extent by the surface to volume ratio of the landform. The 

ultimate erosional shape arrived at, all other things being equal, is one that minimizes this ratio. This 

trend can be seen in the streamlining of many fluvial, aeolian, and glacial landforms. Erosion driven 

by chemical processes, where a decrease In surface area slows the reaction rates, also exhibit this 

phenomenon. If we assume that the weathering of the Chlrlcahua tuffs Is somewhat reminiscent of 

that of jointed granites, we are perhaps dealing with a columnar variation on spheroidal weathering. 

The sphere offers the minimum surface to volume ratio of any solid. Weathering rates are accelerated 

at corners and slow on low curvature faces (nature abhors a second derivative!). A cylindrical 

column offers a circular cross section. Given the strong vertical joint control of column formation, a 

cylinder is a reasonable shape to expect. A vertical cylinder, by virtue of its erosionally derived 

symmetry, also is a mechanically balanced shape under the force of gravity. Balance is, therefore, a 

by-product of erosion and not a necessary "goal" of erosion. This happy coincidence of two 

tendencies has permitted the formation and stabilization of an apparently unlikely landform. Although 

the marvelous "variations on a theme" that are seen in Chirlcahua National Monument will be looked 

at In much greater detail, this is the basic fact leading to column survival. 

5.2.1 Experimental Determination of Tuff Strengths 

In order to model the mechanical behavior of the columns, various physical parameters of the 

welded tuff were measured at the Geomechanlcs Laboratory In University of Arizona's Department of 

Mining and Geological Engineering. John Kemeny and Bob Morgan were quite generous In providing 

access to and training on the laboratory eqUipment. 

The density (P), uniaxial ideal compressive strength (E), uniaxial non-Ideal compressive strength (E'), 

tensile strength ('7), Young's modulus (E), Poisson's ratio (II), and coefficient of static friction (P) for 
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smooth rock on rock were measured. The following averaged values were used to model the 

column statics (detailed descriptions of the tests are given below): 

• p = 2,360 k~ 
m 

• E = 39.30 MPa 

• E' = 12.40 MPa 

• " = 4.14 MPa 

• E = 4,564.5 MPa 

• II = 0.1688 

• J.' = 0.64 

5.2.2 Tuff Density 

The density (P) of the rock was measured to be 2,360 ~ by weighing samples immersed in water 
m 

and in air using a triple beam balance. The density Is the ratio of the weight In air to the difference of 

the weight In air and that In water. 

5.2.3 Uniaxial Compressive Strength 

Two 2" X 4" cylindrical cores were drilled out of sample tuffs collected from unit II. The long axis of 

each core was perpendicular to bedding (I.e. plane of pumice flattening) No Incipient fractures were 
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observed in the samples prior to testing. The ends of the cores were planed and capped with 2" steel 

disks to prevent stress concentration during testing. The uniaxial compressive strength of the cores 

was measured using a "SoUTest Versatester" 1 /3" ram. Readout was done on an analog dial gauge. 

The two tests were performed with no confining stress (i.e. uniaxially) until compressive failure 

occurred. A uniaxial test should reasonably simulate conditions near or at the ground surface, as Is 

the case for erosional columns. Sample #1 failed at 35.12 MPa. Sample #2 failed at 43.47 MPa. The 

two values were averaged to 39.30 MPa for use In the computer model. This value will be referred to 

as the ideal compressive strength (E) of the tuff. When dealing with the strengths of rock masses 

much larger than test cores (e.g. the Chlricahua columns) some account must be taken of the effect 

of scaling on rock strength. A larger rock will have a greater number of and variation In its preexisting 

joints, flaws, and response to weathering and deformation history (Griffith, AA; 1920). These factors 

conspire to reduce the terminal breaking strengths of large rock bodies below those predicted in 

small scale laboratory tests. Some highly empirical, but conservative, models that try to account for 

the reduction in strength with scaling have been devised for use In mine engineering. One such 

model (Brady, B. & Brown, E.T.; 1985) predicts that the ideal compressive strength of 39.30 MPa 

obtained above should diminish to 12.40 MPa when scale and natural rock classification (" ... rhyolite 

... fresh to slightly weathered rock, slightly disturbed with joints spaced at 1 - 3 m ... ") are considered 

(Brady, B. & Brown, E.T.; 1985). This value will be referred to as the non-ideal compressive strength 

(E') in the computer model. 

5.2.4 Young's Modulus and Poisson's Ratio 

During the uniaxial testing, two wire strain gauges were attached to the exterior surface on opposite 

sides of each core. The strain gauges were made of two perpendicular loops of very fine copper wire 
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of known resistances attached to a flexible plastic substrate. The substrate was glued onto the 

exterior surface of the core with one wire loop oriented along the long axis of the core and the other 

wrapped around the core's circumference. The loops were then separately connected to a 

resistance meter. When the core is compressed, it shortens along its long axis (in the 0'1 direction) 

and expands along the plane perpendicular to that axis (defined by 0'2 and 0'3)' The wire loop bonded 

circumferentially in the 0'2 and 0'3 plane is stretched and thinned. The resistance of that circuit 

increases in proportion to the reduction of wire's cross sectional area. This provides a measure of the 

deformation of the core prior to complete failure. The Young's modulus (E) is defined as the ratio of 

axial stress to axial elastic strain, which essentially measures the "stiffness" of the rock (Davis, G.H.; 

1984). Poisson's ratio (11) is defined as the ratio of lateral strain to axial strain, which may be thought 

of as the degree to which the rock core will bulge out as it is compressed and so slowiy adjust to 

applied stresses without failing (Davis, G.H.; 1984). Signal digitization was done by a "Structural 

Behavior Engineering Series 5, #250 Signal Conditioner" and a "Structural Behavior Engineering 447 

Servo Controller". The ram was calibrated with an aluminum test core. E for sample #1 was 4,646.2 

MPa and that for sample #2 was 4,482.7 MPa, with the average being 4,564.5 MPa. 11 for sample #1 

was 0.1536 and that for sampie #2 was 0.1839, with the average being 0.1688. 

5.2.5 Tensile Strength 

Although direct testing of the tensile strength ('7) of rock is in principle possible by means of 

connecting tensioning cables to the sample with either rock bolts or high strength adhesives, reliable 

bondings are difficult to create. Other, much simpler, indirect tests such as the Brazilian disk test 

have been devised. In the Brazilian disk test (a.k.a. line load test) (Goodman, R.E.;1980), a 2" core is 

sliced laterally into disks about 1" thick. The disk's average thickness and diameter are measured to 
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within 0.001". The disk is then placed on its circumference In a uniaxial ram (same device used In the 

uniaxial compressive tests above). As a vertical load Is applied by the ram, the least principal stress, 

0"3 is to be found horizontally In the plane of the disk's flat face. The load is Increased until 

compressive failure results vertically and associated vertically oriented tensional fractures result 

perpendicularly to 0"3. f7 can then be calculated as: 

2P 
YJ=--

1I"dt 

where P is the compressive load at failure, d is the average diameter of the disk, and t is the average 

thickness of the sample. Depending on the orientation of the original core with respect to the rock's 

bedding planes (plane of pumice flattening In this study), YJ at different orientations to bedding can be 

measured. '1 perpendicular to bedding (bedding plane vertical with respect to core axis and vertical 

with respect to ram) were measured on two samples (#1, #2). f7 of sample #1 was 3.74 MPa and 

that of sample #2 was 4.53 MPa. The average value of 4.14 MPa was used in the model. f7 for a 

material is very sensitive to the existence of stress-concentrating mlcrofractures and cohesive 

inhomogeneities at crystal boundaries, particularly in rocks which are complex mixtures of 

compounds with long deformational histories (Griffith, A.A.; 1920). For this reason, a large variation 

in YJ between samples is to be expected. To measure the degree of mechanical anisotropy produced 

by bedding planes in the tuff, YJ parallel to bedding (bedding plane vertical with respect to core axis 

and horizontal with respect to ram) was measured on sample #3. f7 of sample #3 was 4.45 MPa. 

Strength anisotropy seems to be low although this judgement Is almost disallowed by the small 

numbers of samples and initial fracturing of samples #1 and #2 that seemed to nucleate within the 

weaker pumice fragments. 
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5.2.6 Coefficient of Static Friction Along Joint Planes 

The Chiricahua tuffs have prominent joint sets running through them. These joints offer ready made 

planes of weakness for shearing slippage of blocks resting atop each other. The strength of unjointed 

rock in shear is very much higher than that along an optimally oriented, prefractured surface. The 

small scale roughness of crystals on the order of millimeters and the larger scale nonplanarity of 

Joints is of Immense importance to the frictional resistance of Joints to sliding. To arrive at a minimal 

estimate of the coefficient of static friction along joint faces in Chiricahua tuff, a pair of 2" diameter 

disks was cut parallel to bedding from a core. The disks were each embedded like posts in flat 

square sheets of epoxy. The expoxy footing provided a purchase on the disks for each frame of a 

shear box manufactured by Wykeham Farrance. The samples were placed Into the shear box frames 

until the saw cut faces of the disks were in full contact with each other. A vertical normal load was 

applied across the faces of the disks by means of suspended weights. A shear load was then applied 

by the motorized pushing of the bottom frame horizontally beneath the top frame. The values of 

shear load at Initial slippage and the applied normal load were recorded. The ratio of the shear load, 

T, to the normal load, N, at slippage Is the coefficient of static friction, J.I., along the disks' faces 

(Symon, K.R.; 1971). This ratio should be the same for all shear and normal load pairs short of 

destructive failure. The values obtained were: 

1. T = 22.70 kg, N = 30.14 kg, J.I. = 0.75 

2. T = 41.36 kg, N = 70.32 kg, J.I. = 0.59 

3. T = 60.00 kg, N = 100.45 kg, J.I. = 0.60 

4. T = 81.82 kg, N = 130.59 kg, J.I. = 0.63 

These J.I. values were averaged to 0.64 for the model. The rather high J.I. value In the first test probably 

reflected the Initial roughness of the surface which was abraded down by the sliding in that test. 
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5.3 MODELLING OF STATIC STRESSES 

The stability of artificial structures (buildings, bridges, smokestacks, etc.) under the Influence of 

static forces generated by the mass of the structure on itself under the force of gravity and by 

external dynamic forces such as earthquakes, explosions, and wind gusts has received a great deal 

of attention from civil engineers. Virtually no attention, however, has been paid to the stability of 

freestanding natural landforms such as columns and arches. Only Insofar as there seems to be a 

direct threat to human life and property are engineers interested in the mechanical behavior of 

natural landforms. For a geomorphologlst this would be a glaring omission and its investigation 

provides an interesting avenue for studying the development of, to coin a phrase, "vertical 

landscapes". 

While mechanical analyses performed on tall structures by civil engineers have some relevance to 

the stability of rock columns, there are great differences between the two objects. Buildings are 

hollow shells perforated by windows and doors and composed of many different types of materials, 

each with its own mechanical characteristics. In this regard buildings are vastly more complex than a 

monolithologic natural rock body. On the other hand, the geometry of a natural landform is not a 

regular assemblage of right angles and nice planes. Unique shapes formed at the fancy of wind, 

water, and fracture are the rule. Most stress models for buildings are designed with very specific 

structural shapes in mind and are not easily adapted to the "random" shapes of the natural world. 

I have found only two discussions of the response of natural columns to mechanical forces in the 

literature. The first, (Evans, R.S.; 1981), analyses the destabilization of columns and cliff faces due to 

weak rock units at their bases and Infiltration of pore waters. These factors are not of great 

Importance In the lithologically uniform Chlrlcahua tuffs which exist In a well drained, semi-arid 

environment. The second (Dowding, C.H. et al; 1983) Is a study of the response of colUmns 
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("hoodoos"), formed In the weak sedimentary rock of Bryce Canyon National Monument In Utah, to 

dynamic loads from air blasts and ground shaking due to nearby mining explosions. This study, 

concerned with dynamic loading as it Is, will be discussed in· Section 5.6.3 on seismic response. 

Essentially, because of the lack of useful precedents, new methods in combination with those of 

other disciplines were called for. An outline of the method adopted follows. 

Columns were located in the field that posed Interesting mechanical problems. Pairs of photographs 

were taken of the selected columns at right angles to each other. The photos were enlarged or 

reduced to the same scale and column outlines traced from them. The outlines were then entered 

into a two dimensional finite element program that calculates static stresses on planar objects. The 

rock parameters measured In the laboratory and described above were also entered Into the model. 

The resultant stresses were calculated and collected In both tabular and Image format. The tabulated 

results were filtered by looking for elements In the column that would fail based on the laboratory 

strengths. In all cases the columns were found to be well below their predicted static stress failure 

thresholds. Details of the method and results follow below. 

5.3.1 Description of the Finite Element Program 

The two dimensional finite element program (FEPL) used to model the column statics had been 

written by Randy Richardson of the University of Arizona's Geosciences department in Fortran for 

modelling stresses in lithospheric plates. I want to express my great thanks for his help and 

encouragement In using his program on this problem. This program had previously been used to 

model two dimensional stresses in lithospheric plates under various tectonic regimes. The 

parameters required by the program were the Young's modulus (E), Poisson's ratio (v), and density 

(P) of the tuff. E Is the ratio of axial stress to axial elastic strain and represents the resistance of the 
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tuff to shortening under a load. II is the ratio of lateral strain to axial strain and Indicates the degree 

to which the tuff will bulge laterally under a load. p Is required to provide the total mass of the rock 

volume that gravity Is accelerating downwards from above a given element. The computation was 

carried out on a SUN SPARe workstation. 

The problem of calculating the stresses In a column Is the domain of continuum mechanics. The term 

"continuum". by Its very definition. Implies that we are dealing with the mechanical behavior of an 

infinite set of mechanically linked particles that will exhibit varying degrees of elastic. recoverable 

strain as well as permanent deformation. The finite element method divides the modelled body Into a 

collection of regular. polygonal regions. "elements". for which the stress equations may be exactly 

solved by means of matrix algebra. We have chosen parallelograms for the elements In the current 

column modelling. The vertices of each element are called "nodes". The relation of one node to 

three other neighboring nodes. such that they define an element Is that node's "connectivity 

relationships". The program's first step Is to express the displacements of a node under the 

specified forces by way of a displacement matrix. The stiffness of the material is expressed by the 

stiffness matrix. These two matrices are multiplied together to obtain the resultant elemental strains. 

Next, the stresses are arrived at based on the stress/strain relationship assumed for the material. 

The finite element method Is based on the notion of the minimization of the potential energy of the 

structure being modelled. The idea is that all body forces applied at all points throughout the object 

(e.g. gravity) and all external forces applied at a point (e.g. a sledgehammer) are balanced by internal 

stresses and strains in the object. The reactive stresses are so arrayed as to minimize the total 

potential energy of the object, thus providing a unique stress and strain regime. 

Because of the homogeneity of the column tuffs and generally rounded, gradually varying 

geometries of the columns, I chose a mesh size of 400 elements (451 nodes) for each column 

profile. 
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5.3.2 Site Selection 

The Initial step was to select particular columns for study. Since the object was to analyze the 

columns' proximity to mechanical failure, I focused on a variety of shapes and sizes representing 

especially precarious geometries. Six sites were located and named A,B,C,D,E, and F: 

• Column A (Figures 18 and 19) Is 400 m from the Echo Canyon parking lot southwest along the 

Echo Canyon trail. The column Is 6.4 m high and located on the southeast (left) side of the trail. 

• Column B (Figures 20 and 21) Is 450 m from the Echo Canyon parking lot southwest along the 

Echo Canyon trail. The column Is 4.4 m high and located on the southeast (left) side of the trail. 

• Column C (Figures 22 and 23) Is 500 m from the Echo Canyon parking lot southwest along the 

Echo Canyon trail. The column Is 8.8 m high and located on the northwest (right) side of the trail. 

• Column D (Figures 24 and 25) Is known locally as ''The Totem Pole" and Is located on the lower 

south slopes of Rhyolite Canyon at its juncture with Totem Canyon at about the same elevation. 

The photo pairs were taken from the Hailstone Trail approximately 200 m to the west of the 

intersection with the Massai Point Trail. The column Is 57.2 m high. 

• Column E (Figures 26 and 27) Is known locally as ''The Big Balanced Rock" and Is located on the 

south (left) side of the trail leading from the Inspiration Point Trail turnoff to the Heart of Rocks 

Loop Trail turnoff. The site Is just east of the Heart of Rocks Loop Trail turnoff. The column Is 15.6 

mhlgh. 

• Column F (Figures 28 and 29) Is known locally as ''The Pinnacle Balanced Rock" and is located 

approximately 200 m along a clockwise traversal of the Heart of Rocks Loop Trail. The site Is on 
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the south (left) side of the trail. The column Is 4.2 m high. 
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Figure 18. Column A, Profile 1 -
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Figure 19. Column A, Profile 2-
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Figure 20. Column B. Profile 1 -
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Figure 21. Column B, Profile 2 -
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Figure 22. Column C, Profile 1 -
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Figure 23. Column C, Profile 2-
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Figure 24. Column D, Profile 1 -
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Figure 25. Column D, Profile 2-
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Figure 26. Column E, Profile 1 -
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Figure 27. Column E, Profile 2 -
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Figure 28. Column F, Profile 1 -
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Figure 29. Column F, Profile 2 -
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5.3.3 Image Preparation 

The pairs of orthogonal photographs taken of the columns and coded as Aland A2, for example, 

designate that photo A2 was taken 900 to the photographer's right (i.e. counterclockwise looking 

down from above) from the position used in A 1. Orthogonal photo pairs offer as different views of the 

column as possible, such that no geometric strengths or weaknesses will go undetected. As much as 

possible the photographer stood at the same elevation as the midriff of the column to avoid 

foreshortening in the image. The scales only needed to agree within a pair and are not the same 

between pairs. The extendable measuring staff in the photographs provides a scale (each colored 

division is 20 cm) and was held vertically using a bubble level to indicate the gravitational direction. 

Black and white film was used so that enlargement or reduction could be done with either an image 

scanner or xerox machine. After the scales were equalized, I traced the column outline on each 

photocopy. I then devised a coordinate system for each image, with the Y axis as the direction of 

gravity and the X axis perpendicular to that. The X = 0.0 m point on the X axis was taken as the 

midpoint of the column base, or the center of the geometric footprint that is relevant to static 

balance. The elevation of the topmost point on the column was taken as being Y = 0.0 m. The 

conversion of length units on the image to those on the actual column was obtained from the 

measuring staff included in the photos. X distances to the left of X = 0.0 m were assigned negative 

values. Y distances below Y = 0.0 m were assigned positive values. 

5.3.4 Preparation of the Finite Element Mesh 

One 400 element (451 node) finite element mesh was to be constructed for each of the profiles in a 

photo pair. Since this analysis is two dimensional, each mesh and the resultant calculations are 
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Independent. Thus, since only plane stresses are being calculated, the mesh for a column of a given 

profile and some arbitrary depth (perpendicular to the image plane) and that of an infinitely deep 

linear row of the same cross sectional profile are the same. 

The column image was divided Into 41 horizontal rows of equal but arbitrary thickness in the Y 

dimension. Each row boundary was divided Into 10 equal line segments. Each division point would 

later become a node in the final mesh. The resultant meshes can be seen in Figures 30 through 41. 

The superimposed stress indicators will be discussed in Section 5.5.17. The top left element In a 

mesh is #1. The bottom right element is #400. When line segments are drawn between the 

equivalent nodes on the top and bottom of a row, the parallelogram so described becomes an 

element In the mesh with a node at each of its four vertices. From the profile outlines I next 

measured the coordinates of the top left vertex (node) of the left end element and the top right vertex 

(node) of the right end element of each horizontal row. The coordinates of the Intermediate vertices 

(nodes) were then automatically generated by a UNIX awk program I wrote. The final result was a 

matrix listing the coordinates of all the nodes in the mesh representing the column. It seems likely 

that the entire process after the column outline was hand drawn to the production of the final nodal 

coordinate list could be automated using a digital image scanner and a computer. The scanner 

would take as its input the outline and produce a digitized image of the outline. The digital Image 

would then be fed into a computer program that would return the coordinates of the pixels 

representing the outline. Finally, the nodal coordinate list was combined with a list of nodal 

connectivities and the specifications for boundary conditions. The only boundary conditions set were 

that the nodes at the very base of the column were not permitted to move in either the X or Y 

directions (i.e. the base was "pinned") since the column is rooted to the ground surface. The tuff was 

considered to be mechanically Isotropic and only body forces were allowed so that the nodes were 

subject to no applied external forces and no restoring forces. 

The program calculated, for each element, the magnitude and direction of 0'1 (the maximum principal 
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stress) and 0'2 (the minimum principal stress), the magnitude of O'r (the maximum shear stress), and 

the total X and Y nodal displacements. The calculated values were stored in a tabular format which 

served as a database against which to run several awk programs that would flag elements that had 

surpassed their laboratory predicted failure thresholds. 

5.3.5 Flagging of Elements in Compressive Failure 

The first search was to locate any elements with 0'1 in excess of the laboratory measured 

compressive failure limit (E) of 39.30 MPa. The finite element program assigns a negative value to 

compressive stress and a positive value to true tension. The second search was to locate any 

elements with 0'1 in excess of the non-ideal predicted compressive failure limit (E') of 12.40 MPa. The 

third search was for the maximum value of 0'1 found in any element. If the column stayed within its 

failure limits, an "over design" factor was calculated. This factor, like a safety factor in traditional 

engineering, I defined as: 

where E is the failure limit and 0'1 is the maximum stress found in anyone element. Hence an over 

design factor of 100% indicates that the column could withstand a stress twice the greatest stress 

actually found in it. 

5.3.6 Proximity to Compressive Failure 
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The results of the compressional failure analysis are summarized below: 

i COMPRESSIONAL FAILURE MODELLING 

i Column Profile Failure? (YIN) 

i Ideal; Non-Ideal 
Overdesign Factor 

Ideal; Non-ideal Max. Compression; Element # 

I 
I 

A1 N;N 10,700%; 3,330% -3.591 x 10.1 MPa; #320 ! 
I 
i A2 N;N 7,000%; 2,100% -5.512 x 10'1 MPa; #341 
! I 

81 N;N 7,800%; 2,400% -4.991 x 10-1 MPa; #320 

I 

82 N;N 8,700%; 2,700% -4.458 x 10-1 MPa; #341 ! 

C1 N;N 9,100%; 2,800% -4.250 x 10-1 MPa; #319 

C2 N;N 23,700%; 7,400% -1.653 MPa; #300 

01 N;N 20,900%; 6,500% -1.870 MPa; #391 

02 N;N 
I 

22,400%; 7,000% -1.746 MPa; #391 
I 
! 

E1 N;N ! 22,500%; 7,000% -1.737 MPa; #170 
! 

; E2 N;N 
I 

6,400%; 1 ,900% -6.288 x 10-1 MPa; #180 
I 

i 
! 

I 
F1 N;N 

I 
9,800%; 3,000% -3.977 x 10-1 MPa; #380 

F2 N;N 9,500%; 2,900% -4.101 x 10-1 MPa; #390 

5.3.7 Discussion of Compressional Failure Analysis 

All columns studied are well below their compressional failure limits. The most overdeslgned column 
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Is C2 which has ideal and non-Ideal overdesign factors of 23,700% and 7,400%, respectively, in its 

most highly stressed element. The column closest to failure, and still a long ways off, Is E2 which 

has Ideal and non-ideal overdeslgn factors of 6,400% and 1,900%, respectively. The mean ideal and 

non-ideal overdesign factors are 13,200% and 4,100% with standard deviations of 6,600% and 

2,100%, respectively. Static compressional failure Is clearly not a threat to the stability of these 

columns. 

5.3.8 Flagging of Elements in Tensile Failure 

The fourth search was to locate any elements with a positive 0'2 in excess of the laboratory measured 

tensile failure limit (,,) of 4.14 MPa. 0'2 is the minimum principal stress since this model is for two 

dimensional plane stress. The fifth search was for the maximum value of 0'2 found in anyone 

element. An overdesign factor similar to that discussed above for compressional failure was 

calculated. 

5.3.9 Proximity to Tensile Failure 

The results of the tensile failure analysis are summarized below: 
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TENSILE FAILURE MODELLING 

Column Profile 
I 

Failure? (YIN) Overdesign Factor Max. Tension; Element # 
I 

A1 N 23,100% 
I 

1.784 x 10.2 MPa; #40 

A2 
I 

N 22,200% i 1.848 x 10'2 MPa; #185 I 
I 

B1 I N 13,400% I 3.049 x 10'2 MPa; #321 
! 

I , 

B2 
I 

N 11,900% I 3.448 x 10'2 MPa; #70 
I 
I 

C1 I N 4,300% 9.306 x 10'2 MPa; #340 I 
I I 

I 
C2 N 24,300% i 1.690 x 10'1 MPa; #291 

I 

I 
D1 N 9,400% I 4.334 x 10'1 MPa; #400 

I 

D2 
! 

N 14,900% I 2.753 x 10'1 MPa; #400 
I 

E1 
I 

N 4,400% j 9.234 x 10'2 MPa; #171 
i 

E2 N 8,300% i 4.909 x 10'2 MPa; #191 
I 

F1 I N 9,400% ! 4.355 x 10'2 MPa; #361 
I 
I 

F2 
I 

N 6,700% 6.100x 10'2 MPa; #400 I I 
i I I 

5.3.10 Discussion of Tensile Failure Analysis 

As In the case of compressive failure, all columns studied were well below their tensile failure limits. 

The most overdeslgned column is again C2 which has an overdesign factor of 24,300% In its most 

tensionally stressed element. The colUmn closest to failure, and again with quite a safety margin, is 

C1 which has an overdesign factor of 4,300%. The mean overdesign factor is 12,700% and the 
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standard deviation is 6,800%. As with compression, static tensile failure is also not a threat to the 

stability of these columns. It is interesting to note that the ratios of the mean over design factors for 

the ideal compressional, non-ideal compressional, and tensile failure tests to their respective 

standard deviations are all roughly equal to 2. This Indicates that the columns are generally as stable 

with respect to compressional failure as they are to tensile failure. 

5.3.11 Flagging of Elements with Slippage Along Joints 

The sixth search was for elements within which slippage along joints would occur. Since a joint can 

have any possible planar orientation with varying combinations of shear and normal stresses on it, 

joints with dips varying from 0° to 90° were analyzed in 10° increments. These are of course 

hypothetical joints that may not actually exist in the column In question. The question being asked Is 

whether or not a joint, if it were present with this dip and cutting across an element, would cause a 

slip failure in that element. A total tally of stable elements (i.e. not subject to slip under these 

conditions) was kept. The values given in the table In the next section are the numbers of stable 

elements, out of 400, found in each column for each of the increasing joint dips. 

In an intact rock a fracture Will, of course, occur along the specific plane with the optimal 

combination of shear stress, U1" and normal stress, uf}' For plane stress, these stresses can be 

calculated from the stress equations (Davis, G.H.; 1984): 
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where 0 Is the angle that the fracture plane (or slip joint In our case) makes with 0'1' The 0 value Is, of 

course, dependent on our selection of joint dip. Since 0'1 was not necessarily vertical, the test 

converted the joint dip angle Into a 0 value for each element by taking 0 as the difference between 

the angle 0'1 makes with the horizontal and the dip angle of the chosen joint. The first angle was 

calculated by the finite element program, the second was defined for the test. 

Next I calculated, by way of the above equations for O'r and 0'", the coefficient of static friction along 

the joint (j.£): 

If this ratio exceeds 0.64, which Is the average",. between two saw cut pieces of tuff, then slip will 

occur in that element along this chosen joint plane and that element Is flagged accordingly. In the 

actual rock we mayor may not find a joint with this orientation, but if such a joint were to exist we 

would have slip failure. Notice, however, that this analysis is only testing a single element at a time. 

In order for failure to actually occur, the joint must penetrate the surrounding elements with the 

particular dip, not necessarily the same, that each element requires for failure. Therefore, an element 

indicating slip failure is a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for failure on that plane across the 

entire column. On the other hand, a cascading failure can be initiated by a given element 

destabilizing its neighbors. 

5.3.12 Proximity to Joint Slip Failure 

The number of elements out of 400 In each column that will not slip along a joint plane with dips from 

00 to goo is: 
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Joint Dip 0° 10° 20° I 30° 40° 50° 60° 70° 80° I 90° 
Number of Stable Elements for Unnecked Columns 

Column D1 399 398 398 
; 

365 6 1 0 0 1 I 66 I 

Column D2 397 397 395 I 333 12 3 1 0 0 ! 59 
Number of Stable Elements for Moderately Necked Columns 

Column A1 354 333 295 245 123 14 3 1 27 8 
ColumnA2 381 387 276 I 192 93 27 11 4 24 I 66· 

Column B1 366 354 306 I 214 104 59 30 25 38 55 
Column B2 268 262 232 I 189 129 43 28 33 56 72 

Number of Stable Elements for Strongly Necked Columns 
Column C1 360 351 306 i 207 134 89 72 66 71 84 
Column C2 344 335 296 , 210 99 53 42 34 34 46 I 

Column E1 317 308 273 ; 192 109 55 37 31 34 46 

I Column E2 361 350 323 218 95 57 49 48 50 1 83 
Column F2 369 358 329 , 229 108 62 45 49 56 66 I 

Column F1 374 362 348 224 112 66 46 37 50 I 65 

5.3.13 Discussion of Joint Slip Failure Analysis 

Although the columns are three dimensional, it is simpler to retain the fiction of plane stress for this 

discussion. Thus, 0"2 will still be considered to be the minimum principal stress. 

Necking leads to stress concentration within the neck and rotation of 0"1 towards a focus in the neck. 

As 0"1 rotates and increases in magnitude, the value of ~ decreases which means that 0"2 is 
0"2 

accounting for an increasing minority fraction of the total stress. This is because the load within the 

column attempts to swing towards the column's vertical axis which results In Increased sub-

horizontal stresses (0"2) and decreased sub-vertical stresses (0"1)' 

As the table of stable joint planes indicates, a shallowly dipping joint plane (0<40°) is not likely to slip. 

Beyond 40° a pronounced destabilization occurs. At very steep dips, greater than 80°, a puzzling 

restabllization sets in. Given this general tendency towards sudden destabilization at moderate dips, 
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it Is Important to notice the difference in degree of destabilization between strongly necked columns 

(C1, C2, E1, E2, F1, F2) and unnecked, cylindrical columns (01, 02). As the necking becomes more 

pronounced, the column becomes less sensitive to the dip of the penetrating joints. The stress 

redistribution from necking Is akin to that in an arch, where 0'1 Is redirected from the vertical to being 

locally parallel to the arch's exterior surface. The likelihood that a joint with a given dip will slip 

becomes lower and the risk of slip failure is spread out among many dip angles. Thus, a necked 

column, rather than being more unstable with respect to slippage (as first Impressions might 

indicate), is actually more tolerant of the angular variation of dipping joints. This Indicates that a 

necked geometry is the preferred, or surviving, geometry in locales with joints that exhibit a variety of 

dips. Cylindrical, unnecked columns WOUld, by extension, be preferred In sites where the tuff Is 

jointed at consistent, low angles. In actual fact, the largest and least necked columns are to be found 

in the lower reaches of unit II within Rhyolite Canyon. It seems reasonable, and is observed, that 

deeper within the unit, where lower thermal gradients and higher compaction loads prevail, the joint 

geometries are be more uniform and have more nearly horizontal or vertical attitudes. Generally, 

moderately dipping joints are not present in the tuffs and so do not pose a potential threat. The 

steeply dipping joints have already been broken free as the vertical boundaries of columns. The 

shallowly dipping joints are still In evidence and are erosionally exploited as necking planes. 

There is another stabilizing effect of necking that has to do with the previously mentioned rotation of 

principal stress axes and change in their ratio. As 0'2 grows at the expense of 0'1, 0'2 acts as a slip 

retarding normal stress across high angle joints, and so those joints are rendered more stable than 

they would be in a cylindrical geometry. Since this effect is caused by necking, it Is not operating at 

any great distance from the neck. Put another way, a section of a necked column that Is far from the 

neck "thinks" that it Is within a entirely cylindrical column. This observation strengthens the 

Importance of necking for slip stability since the effect is so spatially localized. 

As was discussed in Chapter 4, necking both focuses weathering and Is itself the result of that 
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weathering. This causes necks to continue to grow In a self enhancing feedback at ever Increasing 

rates. The mechanical stabilization that necks provide is what allows them to grow to such 

apparently Improbable proportions. Eventually, however, a neck will be its own undoing. Unless a 

neck grows at a uniform rate on all sides, the perched rock mass left will become rotationally 

unstable due to the resultant torques acting on it. 

5.3.14 Flagging Elements with Maximum Displacement Strain 

-, 

The seventh search was to locate the maximum horizontal displacement of an element's centroid. 

The displacement of an element's centroid Is an averaged value of the displacements of the nodes 

defining the element. The eighth search was similar except that it looked for the maximum vertical 

displacement. Both of these searches were Indicative of the maximum cumulative strain In the 

column. This is the total vertical and horizontal length changes (expansion or contraction) that the 

column experiences under its own weight. This amounts to the change In length or width that a 

column would undergo as gravity is ''turned on" from 0 g to 1 g. Positive horizontal displacements 

are to the right. Positive vertical displacements are upwards. These searches were not designed to 

necessarily locate the element with the highest strain density. Clearly, it Is typical for an unstralned, 

but displaced, centroid to Inherit much of its displacement from the displacements of strained 

centroids below, or to the sides of it. Thus, the test located the element with the largest cumulative 

displacement, even though that element itself might be only lightly strained. 

5.3.15 Maximum Displacements Found 
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The results of the nodal displacement analysis are summarized below: 

DISPu\CEMENT MODELLING 

Column Profile Max. Horizontal Disp.; Element # Max. Vertical Dlsp.; Element # 

A1 0.23 mm; #11 -0.32 mm; #176 

A2 -0.49 mm; #11 -0.40 mm; #122 

81 0.42 mm; #1 -0.27 mm; #121 

82 -0.23 mm; #3 -0.26 mm; #67 

C1 0.15mm; #2 -0.38 mm; #154 

C2 0.18mm; #2 -0.10 mm; #33 

01 -0.12 mm; #11 -0.13 mm; #111 

02 -0.92 mm; #11 -0.17 mm; #12 

E1 0.27 mm; #11 -0.24 mm; #143 

E2 0.28 mm; #1 -0.74 mm; #176 

F1 0.16 mm; #1 -0.10 mm; #165 

F2 -0.5 mm; #11 -0.65 mm; #34 

5.3.16 Discussion of Displacement Strain 

The maximum horizontal displacements are to be found within the topmost nodes (#1 - #11). This Is 

reasonable since the column is a geometrical lever that tends to rotate about its necking planes and 
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base. The lever arm amplifies the rotational, and thus horizontal, displacement with height. In the 

approximation for small horizontal displacements, we have the relationship: 

d 
- =Q 
h 

where d is the horizontal displacement, h is the column height, and Q is the angle away from vertical 

that the column has rotated in creating the horizontal displacement. As alpha grows, the column 

becomes more out of balance and Internal stresses develop in the form of reacting torques to 

stabilize the load. Q is, therefore a measure of the degree of imbalance in the column. The 

increasing values calculated for Q are: 

01 = 0.0000021° 

02 = 0.0000160° 

C2 = 0.0000170° 

E1 = 0.0000173° 

C1 = 0.0000174° 

E2 = 0.0000179° 

A1 = 0.00003590 

F1 = 0.00003800 

F2 = 0.00010000 

B1 = 0.00010000 

A2. = 0.00010000 

B2 = 0.00010000 

The highly cylindrical and tall column at site 0 Is the most balanced. The columns showing extreme 

necking at sites E, C, and F rely on their symmetry to maintain balance. As column asymmetry 

grows, as at sites A and B, the column cannot exhibit extreme necking and remain stable. 
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Although, I expected to see the maximum vertical displacements also localized along the topmost 

row of nodes due to cumulative vertical offset as the column compacts, this was not the case. It Is 

also not the case that the maximum vertical displacement occurs close to necking planes. It Is 

puzzling that there is not the slightest trend or uniformity In the geometric location of the vertical 

displacement maxima. I have no explanation for this result. 

5.3.17 Graphical Depictions of Stress Distributions 

Once the stress calculations were performed, the values and directions of 0'1 and 0'2 were plotted 

onto the image mesh of each column. These plots are shown in Figures 30 through 41 that follow 

and may be compared with the original photographs from which they were obtained. 

The site/profile name and height of each column Is given as well as the depth of the column into the 

image plane. The column depth is the narrowest width of the column in the corresponding 

orthogonal profile. This depth has no effect on the two dimensional stress magnitudes and 

directions, but was required by the finite element program. I've Included it here to give a better sense 

of the column's shape. A scale bar Indicates the magnitudes of the stresses. Note that this scaling 

changes from Image to image as do the actual sizes of the columns. The principal stress plots are 

shown as crosses, where 0'1 is the larger arm of the cross. In many cases only 0'1 is sufficiently large 

to plot visibly. Only compressional stresses (I.e. negative values) are plotted. Elements with either 

very low compressional stresses or tensile stresses may be reasonably Inferred to exist in the empty 

elements. 

The two main tendencies to notice are the strong directional focusing and rotation of 0'1 into sub-
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parallelism with the necking planes along with the mlative growth of a compressional 0'2 (e.g. 

columns E, C). Elements opposite an asymmetrical overhang have iow compressional stresses, if not 

outright tension, while areas beneath an overhang have high compressional stresses (columns A, B). 
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Column D1 - 57.2m high, 4.0m deep 
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Column El - 15.6m high, 7.2m deep 
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Column E2 - 15.6m high, 8.4m deep 
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Column F1 - 4.24m high, 1.4m deep 
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Column F2 - 4.24m high, 1.35m deep 
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5.4 DYNAMIC STABILITY 

Up until now, I have been discussing the static stability of columns. The static forces on the columns 

are just that, they do not vary over short time scales and only change In response to the erosional 

changes in a column's shape. What would be the response of a column to a dynamic loading whose 

magnitude and direction changes rapidly with time? The obvious geologic question raised here 

concerns the response of columns to seismic shaking. Two aspects are worth considering. First, 

what sort of earthquake frequencies and amplitudes destroy columns? Second, can the recurrence 

interval of column destroying quakes be estimated from our calculated column formation rates and 

average column heights? Although I have not fully pursued these questions in this study, I do have 

some preliminary thoughts and observations. 

5.4.1 Topographic Benches and Uniform Column Heights 

A striking aspect of the Chlricahua columns is the uniformity of their heights within each of the two 

populations, Rhyolite Canyon and the Heart of Rocks, described previously. Figure 42 Is an oblique 

aerial view looking down Rhyolite Canyon towards the west. 
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Figure 42. Topographic Benches in Rhyolite Canyon -
Aerial view is looking towards the west located southeast of Massai Point Typical column height is 
40m. 
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A series of at least three topographic benches in the canyon side may be seen. There are no regular 

welding breaks or compositional horizons that account for this. 

The benches may represent periods of tectonic quiescence interspersed with uplift and fluvial 

downcuttlng. The problem with this explanation is that the tuffs, and their consequent topographic 

relief, were emplaced virtually "Instantaneoulsy" In a geologic sense. With regard to fluvial 

downcutting, the existence of this instant relief should greatly overshadow later tectonic uplift (which 

Is not readily apparent anyway) as the engine for fluvial erosion. Climate change Is also not a likely 

source of the benches since, if we assume that there are roughly three benches and the formation 

dates back to 24.7 Ma, this makes the climatic cycles much longer than a few hundred thousand 

years. Making the assumption that the bench erosion has all been recent enough to fall within the 

known glacial-Interglacial cycles begs the following question. Why was there so little erosion prior to 

these presumably recent, climatically Induced cycles of downcuttlng and bench creation? 

Perhaps regional seismicity has been the agent of bench creation. Consider each bench to be 

marked by either the base of the "crop" of columns that stand on it or by the tops of the same 

columns. The topographic plane joining the columns' bases is expressive of a uniform erosional rate 

that "grew" the columns. But what of the plane defined by the tops of the columns? Put differently, at 

one time that plane was also a column basal plane. This was of course at the time when the columns 

began to grow vertically. The problem is this; if the columns all grow at the same rate but have 

different totallifespans, would this not lead to a very irregular surface tllat connected the tops of the 

columns? If this surface is irregular and the columns self destruct at individual terminal heights (like 

trees in a forest), then how do we today have a planar bench from which grows the current column 

crop? As the stress modelling has shown, static failure due to height Is not a serious problem since a 

column can reach nearly 550 m before non-ideal compressional failure occurs 0.0231 MPa , and joint 
m 

slip depends only on iJ. and the dip of the joint plane. The planar bench should only have been In 
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existence for the first generation of columns. But today the benches are located at elevations up to 

five column heights (I.e. bench generations) below the top of unit II. Somehow, the benches have 

regenerated themselves. A reasonable mechanism for their regeneration would be to destroy all the 

columns at some regular Interval, perhaps through an earthquake, and allow the columns to reform 

until the next destructive event occurs. Admittedly, variations in the column growth rate between 

neighboring columns might create some columns just below the seismically sensitive height reached 

by most of the crop. These laggards would survive their neighbors' destruction and grow much 

higher than expected while awaiting the next destructive earthquake. In the grossest analysis, if the 

time for a column to grow to the maximum stable height is equal to the quake's recurrence interval, 

the cropping will occur, but the possibility for the survival of columns just under the maximum height 

is great. If the column growth time is much greater than the earthquake interval, the result is the 

same except that cropping will not occur during every earthquake, but will be only after a regular 

number of earthquakes. If the column growth time is much less than the earthquake interval, all 

columns will be cropped and there will be no laggards, since all columns will have had more than 

enough growth time. Based on the apparent efficacy of cropping, the final case seems the most 

likely. Thus, we may be seeing the regular "lawn mower effect" of a recurring earthquake that is 

capable of destroying columns at 2.4 My intervals, based on the growth time of a "typical" 40 m 

column. This warrants a brief look at the seismicity of the southern Basin and Range. 

5.4.2 Basin and Range Seismicity 

Quaternary faulting in the Basin and Range Province is characterized by high angle normal faults at 

the surface. These faults are thought to flatten with depth and coalesce into deep, flat master faults. 

These faults generally strike north-south. The surface fault traces are in a gross sense fairly linear and 
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closely spaced. The basin and range topography for which this physiographic province is named 

derives from the rotational block faulting characteristic of the area. Although the southern Basin and 

Range Is not as seismically active as its northern counterpart, there are records of historical seismic 

activity and geomorphic evidence of prehistoric fault scarps. The largest historical earthquake In the 

southern Basin and Range, that of 1887 A.D. which had an estimated surface wave magnitude of 7.2 

(Natali, S.G. & Sbar, M.L; 1982), will be discussed in some detail. The crustal velocity profile of 

southern Arizona Is not well constrained at this time, but Is thought to resemble that of southeastern 

California (T. Wallace, Univ. Arizona; personal communication). The following discussion will be 

based on an acceleration attenuation function constructed for southeastern California (Battis, J.; 

1981): 

In as = 5.832 + 1.212mb - 2.076In(R + 25) 

where as Is the peak ground acceleration felt at a distance R from the epicenter of a quake of body 

wave ~agnitude, mb. For the 1887 earthquake, mb was estimated at 6.6 and corresponds to an 

upper limit due to saturation (T. Wallace, Univ. Arizona; personal communication). A direct 

conversion from surface wave magnitude, M, to that of the body wave as suggested by the relation 

mb = 0.56M + 2.9, is suggested by other seismologists (Bath, M.; 1973) and yields mb = 6.9 If we 

assume two hypothetical epicenters, one 10 km away (i.e. local) and another 120 km away (the 

distance to the 1887 earthquake) and conservative body wave magnitudes of 6.2 - 6.6, we come up 

with the following ground accelerations for R = 10 km: 

mb as 

6.2 391.5 em 
sec2 

6.3 441.4 em 
sec2 

6.4 497.7 cm 
sec2 
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6.5 561.2 cm 
sec2 

6.6 632.7~ 
sec2 

And for R = 120 km 

mb as 

6.2 20.3 cm 
sec2 

6.3 23.1 cm 
sec2 

6.4 26.0 cm 
sec2 

6.5 29.4 cm 
sec2 

6.6 33.1 cm 
sec2 

These values can be used for both vertical and horizontal accelerations. A reasonable frequency 

range for seismic motion Is 1 - 3 Hz (T. Wallace, Univ. Arizona; personal communication). No attempt 

has been made to account for either the focusing or shadowing of seismic energy by basins, 

bedrock, or topography. These values could be used as reasonable parameters for future modelling 

of column response to seismic shaking. 

5.4.3 Dynamic Loading of Columns During Seismic Events 

As I pointed out before, the modelling of static stresses does not provide much insight into the 

mechanical behavior of colUmns during the transient loading an earthquake provides. There is a 

significant divergence between static and dynamic mechanical responses. Most relevant to this 
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discussion is the ubiquitous mechanical phenomenon of energy storage through resonance. If a 

mechanical object is excited in one of its fundamental vibrational modes by an external, time varying 

force, the object will vibrate in sympathy at the applied frequency. This sympathetic vibration causes 

the object to continuously accept mechanical energy from the vibrational source. If there are no 

corresponding energy losses in the object due to either frictional damping, or coupling to yet another 

system, the vibrational energy of the object will increase unabated until the mechanical strength of 

the object is exceeded and failure results. The Important feature here is that the periodic force 

exciting the object need not be comparable in magnitude (amplitude) to the static force required to 

break the object. It seems reasonable to assume that an earthquake properly tuned to the resonant 

frequency of a column could destroy it, if the earthquake lasted long enough. 

The first step in investigating column resonance would be to determine the fundamental vibrational 

frequencies of typically shaped columns, perhaps using the morphologic variety selected for the 

statics modelling. The lateral vibrational frequency of "hoodoo" columns in Bryce Canyon National 

Park in Utah was measured empirically with a basket shaker to be between 0.25 and 3.35 Hz. The 

Bryce Canyon columns are somewhat more fin shaped than in our case and have a larger Young's 

modulus (13,800 MPa). (DOWding, C.H. et al; 1983). The only theoretical reference on structural 

resonance I have found is in the civil engineering literature on nuclear hardened structures and 

discusses axial loading of cement and steel columns (ASCE; 1985). For a column of height, L, equal 

to 50 m and an assumed pressure wave velocity, c, in tuff of 5000 m , the axial vibrational frequency, 
sec 

v is given by the relation: 

c 
v=-

2L 

Vibration in this direction will have a frequency of about 50 Hz which is too high to be found in 

seismic motion. It is the side to side motion that is known to be most destructive of buildings during 
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earthquakes. The vertical motion cannot be Ignored, however. When the maximum downward 

acceleration of the vertical ground motion wave occurs, the lateral acceleration can become very 

destructive while the column is transiently unloaded. Two waves that are 1800 out of phase at t = 0 

and having periods of a and b sec, respectively, will again be 1800 out of phase after t = ab sec. If 

one wave is slightly leading the other, this time Is reduced. Therefore, the maximum time required 

for this unfortunate coincidence of lateral and vertical motions to occur Is the product of the two 

periods. For a 3 Hz seismic wave, this should occur once every 9 sec, which Is well within the time 

span of typical earthquakes. 

The question of how we are to model the seismic response of columns still remains. One approach 

which will not work would be to repeat the static stress modelling, but this time in addition to 

applying a vertical gravitational acceleration, Instead apply a force representing the vector sum of 

gravity, the maximum lateral acceleration, and the maximum downwards vertical ground 

acceleration. Unfortunately, this single resultant force does not give us a true picture of what is 

happening since it does not Include any time dependence. If we apply such a force to an un necked 

column, what will happen is that all the stresses will be concentrated at the base of the column and 

this Is where failure will occur. The whole column will be accelerated as a single mass and the 

reaction force will be localized at the fixed basal boundary. Necking will only change the location of 

the failure. We may visualize the actual physical situation If we assume that the column can be 

conceptually sliced Into a stack of linked, Infinitesimally thin disks. Each lower disk Is accelerated 

laterally with respect to the next overlying disk. It Is the inertia of the upper disk that causes it to lag 

behind the lower disk. Therefore the sequential and separate acceleration of each layer results in a 

finite velocity with which the basal disturbance propagates upwards through the column as a shear 

wave. The higher the shear modulus of the material, the faster the wave propagates. The existence of 

this shear wave and the possible evolution of it Into a standing wave with the resonant frequency of 

the column allows energy storage to occur. A non-time dependent model will not allow for Inertial 
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resistance and thus resonance waves. Currently, time dependent finite element models are 

prohibitively complex for a project of this rather local appeal. It may be worth Investigating other 

modal analysis methods that have been developed by civil engineers for the lateral stability of beams. 

In addition to considering the theoretical seismic response by the Chirlcahua columns, It Is 

Interesting to look at the field and historical evidence In the Chlrlcahua National Monument of the 

effects of the 1887 earthquake. 

5.4.4 Historical and Natural Records of the 1887 Earthquake 

The largest historical earthquake In southern Arizona was felt on May 3, 1887 and has come to be 

known as both the San Bernardino Valley and Pltalcachi earthquake (I will refer to it as simply the 

1887 earthquake). The responsible fault Is located along the eastern edge of the San Bernardino 

Valley in northeastern Sonora, Mexico. The epicenter is believed to have been at the base of 

Pitaicachi Peak with a northerly proceeding ground rupture length of 80 km. The epicenter was 

approximately 120 km south-southeast of Chlricahua National Monument. The direction of ground 

rupture propagation would coincide with seismic shaking being focused towards Chlricahua National 

Monument. The quake's surface wave magnitude, Ms has been reconstructed to have been between 

7.4 (Natali, S.G. & Sbar, M.L; 1982) and 7.2 (DuBois, S.M. & Smith, A.W.; 1980) based on fault 

rupture length, displacement, and historic accounts. Fault scarp geometry and slickensides indicate 

3 m of normal faulting along a north-south striking fault plane dipping 70° to the west (Natali, S.G. & 

Sbar, M.L.; 1982). The detailed relationship of the fault to other tectonic structures in the region (e.g. 

the Rio Grande Rift and San Andreas Fault Zone) is not known. Based on geomorphic evidence 

such as diffusion equation modelling of scarp degradation and analysis of soli profiles, the Interval 

between the 1887 earthquake and the previous surface rupture was 100 - 200 kyo The presumed 
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recurrence interval for similar earlier events during the Quaternary may have been between 0.3 and 

0.5 My (Bull, W.B. & Pearthree, P.A.; 1988). 

I fully expected to see evidence of column destruction from the 1887 earthquake in the form of 

toppled segments, broken column stumps, and trees scarred by rockfall. To my surprise debris from 

toppled columns is not at all common. The denudation rate for toppled rocks Is not nearly rapid 

enough to have somehow gotten rid of the evidence. In addition, the carrying capacity of the 

drainages is far too low to move boulders the size of column segments. The particle size transects 

discussed In Chapter 4 do not Indicate mobility of clasts much larger than 1 m. In short, as I have 

stressed throughout this paper, the survival rate of the columns in spite of all threats is remarkably 

high. 

Nevertheless, a few toppled blocks were found that could be associated with broken columns. In 

some cases, the change in attitude, and thus microweathering environment could be seen to have 

caused old weathering forms to be destroyed and new, more appropriate, ones to take their place. 

For example, after a fallen block had come to rest on its side, the chicken head studded face was 

placed near the ground and open to rain splash and slower drying and salt precipitation rates. In the 

block's new position, the angular, varnish-stabilized "chicken heads" that are so prevalent at the 

upper levels of the columns were stripped of their protective varnish and weathered into small, 

smooth bumps. The relocation of a toppled block also would be very deleterious to the lichen flora 

that had colonized its old position. 

One way to date rockfall Is by coring trees that have been struck and Injured by a falling block. Two 

such sites were located about 900 m down trail from the parking lot along the Echo Canyon trail. 

These toppled blocks appeared to be the freshest topples to be seen and both appeared to have 

Impinged on trees. Chris Balsan of the University of Arizona Dendrochronology Laboratory cored the 

tree at each site. In one case, the tree was found to have not been Injured by the fall and that the 
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contorted appearance of the tree was due to its having germinated at the base of the rock In 1740 

AD. and grown up around it. The tree at the other site germinated around 1600 AD. and also had 

grown up around a pre-existing rock fall. Certainly, neither of these freshest looking rock falls date 

from 1887. 

The historical accounts of the 1887 earthquake (DuBois, S.M. & Smith, AW.; 1980), although always 

subject to exaggeration and retelling, report common rockfall::. and widespread fires, presumably 

initiated by rockfall sparks, In most southeastern Arizona mountain ranges including the Chlricahuas. 

At the town of Bowie the ground movements were sufficient to knock down stage horses (DuBois, 

S.M. & Smith, A.W.; 1980), while near the Huachuca Mountains ground waves of two to three feet 

were observed. Duration estimates at Bowie and Willcox of 1':45" and 3':00" were given. In the 700' 

deep Toughnut Mine in Cochise County, workers at the 150' level were unaware of the quake while 

those at the 600' level felt very severe vibrations suggesting three dimensional energy focusing. 

Similar disparities In felt motion with depth were reported at the West Side Mine, also in Cochise 

County. An Isoseismal map of the epicentral area places motion at the Chiricahua National 

Monument as VIII on the Mercalli intensity scale. Seismic shaking of this Intensity would have 

maximum ground accelerations of 50 :~ and is defined as "Rulnous, felt with great alarm, partial 
se~ 

ruin of some houses, and frequent and considerable cracks in others ... " (Davison, C.; 1927). The 

maximum of XII was assigned to the actual epicenter (DuBois, S.M. & Smith, A.w.; 1980). The 

Faraway Ranch, within the Chlrlcahua National Monument, was first settled by the Riggs family In the 

summer of 1887 after the earthquake. At the time of the earthquake, the Riggs' lived about 12 km to 

the northeast at Apache Pass and the Chlricahua National Monument area was uninhabited. At 

Apache Pass, In the report closest to the Chlrlcahua National Monument, we are told, "... [the 

earthquake] rolled monstrous rocks down off the mountains, the rocks striking together caused the 

fire. [I]t almost ruined the house [,] it Is cracked terribly ... " (Mrs.(?) Riggs' diary, Chlrlcahua National 

Monument archives; 1887). Based on these historical accounts and the lack of rockfall Indicated by 
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dendrochronology, the 1887 earthquake seems not to have greatly perturbed the Chiricahua 

columns. Is it therefore possible that the 1887 earthquake, as powerful as It was did not match the 

columns' resonant frequencies? If we assume that this Is the case and that the periodic column 

cropping effect is real, is there periodic seismicity in the southern Basin and Range that manifests a 

very different wave form? This bears further Investigation. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
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The following is a summary of the main findings and propositions of this study. 

1. Deposition of the 24.7 Ma Rhyolite Canyon Formation was into a paleodrainage associated with 

the alluvial fan red beds of Bonita Park and was directed to the northwest. 

2. Initial jointing of the coiumn forming, ash flow tuff (unit II of the Rhyolite Canyon Formation) is 

due to the formation, shortly after deposition, of pervasive, randomly oriented, often curving 

cooling joints. 

3. The imposition of a iater stress field, with a locally radial character enhanced certain geometric 

subsets of these cooling joints. The later stress field was perhaps due to local vent or intrusion 

resurgence and also normal faulting caused by differential subsidence of the compacting unit 

over sloping paleotopography. Joint patterns do not seem to match middle or late Tertiary 

tectonic stresses in the southern Basin and Range. 

4. There are three prominent, column bounding joint sets in evidence today. The first is a 

vertically dipping joint set that defines long, continuous, sometimes radiating rows of columns. 

The second is also vertical and perpendicularly separates out individual columns within a row. 

The third is subhorizontal and defines thinned necks at various heights on each column. The 

continuity of the joint sets is greatest in the first and least in the third. 

5. Based on column geometries and joint spacings, two morphologically distinct column 

populations may be discerned. The first is in the Heart of Rocks area and the second is in 

Rhyolite Canyon. 

6. The total amount of material eroded from the Rhyolite Canyon Formation since its 

emplacement was determined based on digital elevation maps of current topography and a 
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hypothetical geometry for the original ash flow sheet's upper and lower surfaces. An average 

watershed denudation rate of 0.017 mm was arrived at based on the erosional volume and the 
yr 

assumption that the capping unit III, now found only on Sugarloaf Mountain, was much more 

extensively and uniformly deposited. This latter assumption was confirmed by a seismic 

reflection profile estimation of the size of the alluvial fan to the west. 

7. The time required to create a 40 m high column is approximately 2.4 My given this denudation 

rate. Actual rates are probably higher on steeper slopes. The lifetime of such a column spans 

several known glacial/interglacial climatic cycles. The morphology of the columns suggests the 

sequential influences of these two distinct weathering regimes. 

8. The prime agents of rapid, glacial era weathering were likely to be joint-directed freeze thaw 

and fluvial processes active at the column bases. Interglacial weathering is characterized by 

low yield processes not restricted to the lower flanks of a developing column, such as salt and 

clay weathering, lichen attack, and the preservational buildup of rock varnishes. Glacial 

weathering leads to angular, rough columns, while later Interglacial processes have smoothed 

these inherited contours into cylindrical and hourglass morphologies. 

9. Finite element modelling of internal stresses In variously shaped columns shows that despite 

their fragile appearance, the columns are very stable with respect to compressional and tensile 

failures. Typical "overdesign" factors are 13,200% and 12,700% for compressional and tensile 

failure, respectively. Modelling also Indicates that failure by slippage along variously dipping, 

hypothetical joints Is most pronounced for the Infrequently observed joint dips of 40° - 70°. 

Columns with strongly necked geometries are less likely to slip along these joints. A necked 

form is preferred in the presence of variable dip joints. Columns with pronounced asymmetries 

rely more on compensating Internal torques to maintain their balance than symmetrically 
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necked or cylindrical columns. 

10. There Is some evidence in the form of topographic benches and uniform column heights that 

periodically recurring earthquakes cause destructive resonances in the columns during 

dynamic loadings. Despite historical accounts of heavy damage In the surrounding areas, there 

Is no evidence of column destruction In conjunction with the magnitude 7.2 Pitalcachl 

earthquake of 1887. This indicates that column destroying earthquakes have a different 

waveform than that of 1887. 
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